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Lawmakers see Baghdad's actions as
possible gain for Israelis, Saudis

By HOWARD ROSENBERG
WASHINGTON (JTA) — Iraq's invasion of

Kuwait may bolster support for Israel on Capitol
Hill. but lawmakers are unsure whether the
Bush administration will become more favora-
bly disposed toward Saudi Arabia at Israel's
expense.

In interviews last week, members of Con-
gress said the Iraqi aggression strengthens the
rationale for selling sophisticated U.S. arms to
Saudi Arabia — so long as the kingdom contin-
ues to allow the United States to help defend
it.

U.S. Rep. Mel Levine, D-Calif., said he has
been told that as a concession to Saudi Arabia
for allowing U.S. forces to be stationed there,
the administration has agreed to send Con-
gress a request next year to sell top-of-the-line
fighter planes to Saudi Arabia, presumably F-
15s or F-16s.
Such planes, which have the capability of

reaching Israel, are among the few items in the
tens of billions of dollars in prior U.S. proposed
sales to the kingdom that pro-Israel lawmakers
have attempted to block.
Meanwhile, while not seeing any long-term

diminution in administration pressure on Israel
regarding the peace process, the lawmakers
said there will be stronger support for main-
taining the $3 billion in annual U.S. aid to
Israel, which is coming under various budget-
cutting pressures.
One such signal was sent by Senate Minority

Leader Robert Dole, R-Kan., who last week
backed off somewhat from his proposal to cut
foreign aid to the top U.S. recipients by 5
percent across the board.
Speaking to reporters in the U.S. Capitol,

Dole said it "wouldn't be a time to reduce
military aid to either Egypt or Israel."
"But foreign aid, like every other spending

program on the economic side, has to be
looked at,' he added.

For Israel's image here, Iraq's invasion is
"enormously helpful," said Rep. Barney Frank,
D-Mass. "This really drives home the essential
reasonableness of Israel's posture," he said.

"Israel is in fact besieged by evil people" who
"wish them great harm," Frank continued.

But he warned that while the Iraqi invasion
puts Israel's refusal to accept U.S. proposals
for direct negotiations with Palestinians "in a
better context, it doesn't make Israel immune
from criticism — and shouldn't."
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Levine said Israel will benefit because many
colleagues have told him they now see "Arab-
upon-Arab aggression" as a major Middle East
problem that has "nothing to do with Israel."
He predicted that the crisis would put to rest

some of what he termed the "Israeli-oriented
excuses" that blame the Jewish state for keep-
ing peace from the region.
Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa., said the Iraqi

move would also improve the U.S. image of
Syria, which had been regarded by many as
Israel's chief foe. The fact that Iraq and Syria
are enemies "might enhance opportunities
with Israel and Syria," he said.
Specter took the occasion to praise Syria for

saying earlier this year that it would attend an
international peace conference on the Middle
East under U.S.-Soviet auspices.
Sen. Alfonse M. D'Amato, R-N.Y., how-

ever, said he objects to creating what he sees
as a "good guys" image of Syria. Although he
noted Syria's help earlier this year in arranging
the release of some Western hostages in Leba-
non, D'Amato warned against being lulled into
thinking Syria has become a more moderate
country.
"Any enemy of my enemy is not my friend,"

the senator said, disputing an old adage about
alliances in the Middle East.

Levine took a stab at Jordan, which has
refused to join the chorus of Arab criticism of
the Iraqi invasion, saying the United States
should no longer consider it a "moderate Arab
country."

Jordan's policies have been "sadly wanting
over the last several months" and its recent
behavior is "not within the definition of mod-
erate," Levine said.
Of particular concern to pro-Israel lawmak-

ers would be any administration move toward

framing its Middle East policy as "Israel versus
oil."

Placing greater emphasis on oil at Israel's
expense, Levine said, would be "every bit as

intolerable as any movement toward Saudi
Arabia will be."
He added, "Israel's unquestionable friend-
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Mary Travers' benefit for
Operation Exodus Sept. 8
Mary Travers, of the well-known Peter,

Paul and Mary trio, will appear at the Grand
Opera House in Wilmington on Saturday,
September 8, in a concert to benefit the local
Operation Exodus campaign. The event has
been called "Celebration of Freedom."
Operation Exodus is the national cam-

paign to rescue hundreds of thousands of
Soviet Jews and help resettle them in Israel.
The national goal is $420 million; Delaware's
fair-share portion of that is $780,000. To
date, 20 percent of the Delaware Jewish
community has participated in the campaign
which officially began in May.
Travers, whose folk music has entertained

audiences for three decades, has long been
an outspoken human rights activist. Among
her commitments on behalf of human rights
is an active role in the Washington-based
Center for the Development of International
Policy which sends members on fact-finding
missions to countries where American for-
eign policy has impact. Travers has partici-
pated in several missions including a 1983
trip to the Soviet Union to learn firsthand
about the problems facing Russian Jews.

Mary Travers
Following Travers' performance, there will

be a reception at the Wilmington Amtrak
station.

Tickets for the concert are still available.
Ticket price categories are: Sponsor - $200
per person; Patron - $750 per person; and
Benefactor - $2,500 per person. To order
tickets or for more information, call the
Jewish Federation of Delaware at 478-6200.

U.S. arms buildup in Arab states bring concern
By JOSEPH POLAKOFF

Special to The Jewish Voice
WASHINGTON — Secretary of State James

Baker's rescheduled meeting with Israeli For-
eign Minister David Levy here September 6
through 7 is unlikely to center on Israeli-
Palestinian talks on West Bank/Gaza elections
as Baker had originally contemplated when he
first sought the discussion last Spring as a
primary element in his Middle East policy. The
reason is Iraq's Saddam Hussein.
The Persian Gulf crisis has not only brought

about Israel's virtual exclusion from the U.S.-
engineered military and economic offensive
against Iraq's conquest of Kuwait but has
aroused concern among Israelis and their
American friends on the future of the bina-
tional strategic relationship.
At the Bush Administration's request, Israel

has sidelined its natural disposition to express
concern over why the U.S. has not sought to
use Israel's facilities including medical centers
and storage sites for materiel as a secure base
for operations in the Middle East.

Israel's top officials have not been consulted
by President Bush, Baker or Secretary of
Defense Richard Cheney. The closest ap-
proach since the Kuwait invasion has been a
meeting by Baker with Ambassador Moshe
Arad on August 14 at Arad's request.
Reasons for the distancing, as officials of

both countries have indicated, is that visible
cooperation would fuel Saddam Hussein's

charge of Zionist-Imperialism against the "Arab
nation" and impede Arab governments' sup-
port for the U.S. initiative, particularly Saudi
Arabia.
However, concern has arisen that while

Israel may be indeed cooperating by intelli-
gence and the availability of its facilities, when
and if needed its role as an ally may be
permanently diminished since the Soviet threat

Continued on 22

Arens to Iraq: Don't enter Jordan
JERUSALEM (JTA) — Israel made official on August 7 what it had been saying ever

since Iraq invaded Kiwait on August 2: If Iraqi troops enter Jordan, Israel will retaliate.
The line was drawn by Defense Minister Moshe Arens, in a carefully prepared statement

he read during a special Knesset debate on the Persian Gulf crisis. Parliament was called
out of summer recess for the discussion.

"I ought to stress that the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait does not constitute a stretegic change
from Israel's standpoint," Arens said. "But the moment we see that we face a change —
for instance, the entry of the Iraqi army into Jordan — we will act," the defense minister
added.
He stressed that "this was the policy of Israel's governments in the past and remains so

now. Israel will continue to watch closely the actions of the Iraqi ruler, and will know how
to defend her interests and her security."
The defensive doctrine he enunciated is considered likely to win approval from both the

left and right within the political mainstream.
Arens' position corresponds precisely with the position advanced by Yossi Sand of the

opposition Citizens Rights Movement immediately after the invasion last Thursday.
Speaking for the opposition Labor Party, Moshe Shahal warned President Saddam

Hussein of Iraq that he would bring disaster to his nation by aggression against Israel.
"Israel is not Kuwait," the former energy minister observed.
Uzi Landau of Likud repeated what has been Israel's line before and since the Persian

Gulf crisis — that its dispute with the Palestinians is not the main cause of tension and
conflict in the region.
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World reaction to Hussein
shows 1990s-style unity

Times have changed. World reaction to
Saddam Hussein's power hungry grab at
Kuwait has been very different from what
It might have been even a year ago. The
first military conflict of the post-Cold War
era, the August 2 Iraqi blitz was a test of
the theory that the U.S. and the Soviet
Union can do more good working to-
gether than separately.

Almost certainly, such an invasion would
have created enormous friction between
the superpowers only a year ago. The
summer of 1990, however, saw Moscow
and Washington acting in unanimity —
condemning the raid and issuing an un-
precedented joint statement demanding
Saddam Hussein's retreat. That position
was also endorsed by the United Nations
Security Council and even by the majority
of the Arab League.

This is 1990 and a responsible global
community is speaking in a moderately
unified voice about "our" interests.
Around the world, those in positions of

power have apparently learned the les-
sons of history. Remembering so many
precedents in which the unsuppressed
demands of dictators were answered by
weakness, the reaction to Hussein's threats
have been forceful and intolerant.

Hitler promised the Western world that
he had no territorial ambitions. Similarly,
Iraq's Hussein recently assured Egypt's
President Hosni Mubarak that he had no
intention of invading Kuwait. And within
weeks, Kuwait now belongs to Iraq. And
the governments of the world remember,

and are not willing to take a chance that
Iraq could become out of control.

Hussein has shown nothing but the
utmost contempt for the norms of the
civilized world and brutal disregard for
world opinion. He is one of the most
dangerous men in the Middle East and, in
fact, the world.
He has the largest and best trained

army in the Arab world. He controls 20
percent of the world's oil reserves. He has
chemical warfare capability and has threat-
ened to use it against Israel and the U.S.
troops now stationed in the Middle East,
a threat that should be taken seriously
since Hussein has used the chemical
weapons during the war with Iran and
even against Iraq's own Kurdish citizens.
As for Israel, those who have argued

that a solution to the Israeli-Palestinian
problem would end all tension in the
Middle East, must reconsider their posi-
tions. And critics of Israel's attack on
Iraq's nuclear reactor in 1981 must cer-
tainly now be grateful for it.

President George Bush has made the
right decision to send in American troops
and try to prevent the "Butcher of
Baghdad" from going any further. And it
is gratifying to see so much world support
behind him. We pray that this unifying
stand around the globe remains strong
and that Saddam Hussein will realize that
he can no longer play by his own ruthless
rules — and we pray that he will come to
understand and accept that before lives
are lost.
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DEADLINE
The next issue of The Jewish Voice will
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Jewish Voice office at the Jewish Fed-
eration of Delaware, 101 Garden of Eden
Rd., Wilmington, 19803. (302)478-6200.
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Rabbi not promoting unity
In the July 20 edition of The Jewish Voice

appears the column which Rabbi Leonard B.
Gewirtz, has written and headlined: "Where is
unity?"

I had to read twice his column to believe my
eyes. The good Rabbi, whom I truly respect
and sincerely admire, will never achieve his
objectives, by his continuance of critizing the
Reform Jews and their philosophy.
Years ago, Rabbi Gewirtz wrote his book:

"The Authentic Jew" which I bought from him
and he was kind enough to autograph for me.
In his book he also made unfavorable com-
ments against the Reform movement.

I thought that the good Rabbi had somehow
mellowed his thoughts against our fellow Jews,
just because of their beliefs. I have the privilege
of knowing personally many distinguished
Reform Jews including the venerable Rabbi
Herbert E. Drooz.

I sincerely believe that the Reform, Conser-
vative or Orthodox Jews, are indeed, the very
same in nature. Even the infamous Nazi bar-
barians did not differ when it came to annihi-
lating our people.
However, no people, have an exclusive

monopoly on saints among them and most
certainly, I'm not one of those. The vast

eoeee.-eoweeeo,e,

In his column of July 20, Rabbi Gewirtz
expresses great concern over the lack of unity
of the Jewish people and appears to blame
whatever lack of unity he perceives on the rise
of Reform Judaism, all of this accompanied by
some distortions of fact and quotes out of
context. I believe several comments are in
order by way of reply.

First is there really a lack of unity? I don't
think so. What I believe is that Rabbi Gewirtz
is confusing differences in style of religious
observance with disunity. I do not believe that
the Jewish community feels disunited. There
are obvious differences in ritual and level of
observance between the branches of Judaism,
but they are only surface differences. There are
no real differences in basic values, level of
commitment, support of synagogue, commu-
nity and Israel, and love of the Jewish heritage.

majority of our people, regardless of their
affiliation, are good Jews who will help the
downtrodden, give charity and contribute to
the existence of Israel.

Please, let me quote what the good Rabbi
wrote: "Orthodox-Torah law cemented and
united the Jewish people. What adds to the
divisiveness, unfortunately, is Reform's self
righteous ideological consistency."

I just completed my book, "Ashes of my
People," which will be published soon. In my
book, I dedicated some pages of the real
"achdut" (unity) among our people. I am not
defending the Reform Jews as they are quite
capable to defend themselves. As for myself, I
do not belong to any Jewish houses of wor-
ship. I deeply believe, that I have all the
synagogues and all the temples in my Jewish
heart. It is there, and only there, where the
goodness and evil begin. It is there and only
there, where the love and compassion and
mercy and hate are being cultivated and no
place else.

My Dear Rabbi Gewirtz, our very survival
depends only on real unity, and nothing else
will ever do. And let it begin with you and me.

Ziggy Gorson
1

For Rabbi Gewirtz to imply otherwise is offen-
sive and insulting, and suggests that he doesn't
really understand the modem American Jew-
ish community very well.
Second, if there is one force fostering the so-

called disunity that the Rabbi deplores, it is his
own intolerant attacks on Reform Jews. I
suggest that the Rabbi would promote the
cause of unity a great deal better by celebrating
the sameness of our beliefs instead of damning
the differences.

Lastly, the masthead of The Jewish Voice
declares that "No material will be accepted by
the Jewish Voice which is considered against
the best interests of the Jewish community." In
publishing the Rabbi's article, I think the edi-
tors have rather seriously violated their own
guidelines.

Martin F. Sloan

Editor's Note
The philosophy of The Jewish Voice is, indeed, to print only what is considered in

the best interest of the Jewish community of Delaware. It is also committed to
presenting as many viewpoints on a particular subject as space allows.
"The Rabbi Writes" column is written by the community's rabbis on a rotating

schedule and the topic of the monthly column is left up to the individual rabbi. In
publishing the July column, the Editorial Committee was aware that it could
potentially offend some members of the Jewish community. Rather than censor the
column, however, it was decided that the opinion, written under "The Rabbi Writes"
logo and the auspices of the Rabbinical Association of Delaware, should be published
as the valid opinion of one of its members.

Letters to the editor are encouraged at all times. All letters written in response to
this opinion piece have been published in this issue.

MORE LETTERS ON PAGE 3
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The Jewish stake in the Souter nomination
By ALBERT D. CHERNIN

At stake in the nomination of Judge David
Souter to succeed Justice William Brennan on
the Supreme Court is the Bill of Rights.

It is within this context that a woman's right
to reproductive choice should be seen. Within
the context of the Bill of Rights, Justice
Brennan's retirement should also trigger deep
anxiety among American Jews about their
ongoing status as first-class American citizens,
fully accepted among the "we" of the Ameri-
can people.

Before World War II, that was hardly the
case. At best, American Jews were a some-
times tolerated minority. That has changed
over the last 50 years, with a series of mile-
stone decisions handed down by the U.S.
Supreme Court on the First Amendment of the
Bill of Rights and the separation of church and
state.
As a result, no longer are the public schools

of America permitted to serve as a natural
extension of Protestantism in America, as they
did for nearly 150 years. Prior to these deci-

sions, public-school children received a mes-
sage each day of their school life that this was
a Christian country.
That message was signaled in daily Bible

reading, prayer recitation, religious hymns,
even religious instruction in public-school class-
rooms.
But gradually, decision by decision, the

Supreme Court invoked the First Amendment
to bar the majority from imposing such prac-
tices on the minority. The result is a different
and more open and pluralistic America.
With one more vote, however, those historic

decisions barring such practices could be swept
away. The handwriting is already on the wall.
Chief Justice William Rehnquist and Justice
Anthony Kennedy have spelled out in minority
opinions that they would have the Supreme
Court challenge the principle of separation of
church and state.

"The 'wall of separation' ...should be frankly
and explicitly abandoned," Justice Rehnquist
declared in a minority opinion in the Jaffree

case, in which the majority on the Supreme
Court found state-sanctioned silent prayer in
the public schools unconstitutional.

Professor Milton Konvitz, an eminent au-
thority on the Bill of Rights, warns that with
one fell swoop, the Rehnquist position would
overturn scores of court precedents. It would
uphold as constitutional prayers in the public
schools, and permit state aid for religious
instruction as well as secular instruction in
religiously oriented schools.

Indeed, in the view of Mr. Konvitz, there
would be no constitutional bar on the federal
government or a state paying the salaries of all
clergy.

Justices Byron White and Anthony Scalia,
by their concurrence in such minority opin-
ions, have shown that they are ready to move
in the direction pointed to by Rehnquist and
Kennedy. So there are the four votes. The
issue is whether Judge David Souter will be that
fifth vote.
With the consequences of succession to

Jews could benefit in lessons in 'Jewish'
By RABBI ARTHUR GREEN

Do you remember when Jewish was a
language?
"Say it in Jewish, Sam, so the kids won't

understand."
"Oy, can she write a beautiful Jewish!"
With the decline of Yiddish from the role it

played in our community a generation or two
ago, this expression is hardly heard anymore.
The truth is that Jewish is still a language, but
one that requires more subtlety to be "spoken"
or understood. The words we speak are now
the same as those spoken by others; even the
characteristic tone and expression of East
European speech patterns are disappearing
from our midst. And yet, still we continue to
"speak Jewish."
We speak Jewish when we use our people's

past as a way to understand the present, when
we argue about politics in terms that evoke the
old tales of slavery and sojourn, of wandering
and oppression.
We speak Jewish when we celebrate (or

when we mourn), letting the ancient patterns
and words of our tradition interrupt our busy
modernity and add a moment of contact with
eternity to our lives.
We speak Jewish — even if it comes in the

form of broken English or rusty Hebrew —
when we reach out to family in Israel or to
newfound friends from the Soviet Union, and

we discover a bond of closeness that tran-
scends all the obvious things that we don't
have in common.
We speak Jewish in the ways we raise our

kids: in the values we try to give them, the
memories we hope they'll share, the dream of
a better world that we hope they'll create and
in the pride we take in them when they act to
do so.
The language that we share in common has

a vocabulary, a syntax, and patterns of tone
and emphasis all its own. There are religious
expressions that may have universal echoes,
but that come out different when spoken in
"Jewish."
Our language is the product of many factors,

created over our long history in mostly unself-
conscious ways. Our ancient texts and sacred
traditions have contributed a great deal to it,
even for those who may not think of them-
selves as conventionally "religious." But so
have our history and our mostly unwilled fate.

In determining what is a mitzvah these days,
it seems to me that we Jews have to look as
much at Jewish history as we do at biblical
verses or passages from Talmud. Certain things
become incumbent on us, or forbidden to us,
because of our experiences as a people, which
itself becomes a source of law.

Like any living language, ours continues to
grow and change. We are not the same people

after 1945, for example, that we were before,
nor do we speak quite the same language.
Names of concentration camps have en-

tered our vocabulary. Previously innocent words
make us shudder with horror and with anger.
Our speech has gained new taboos: We can

no longer speak about the "final solution" to
anything without tripping over the words. So,
too, "relocation" or "just following orders" —
these also evoke memories for us.
The same is true in a very different way of

our Jewish language after 1967. The rediscov-
ery of the Kotel and our traditions of sacred
space are part of that. They give very concrete
religious expression to a claim that all of us
have had to take more seriously on other levels
as well.
There is a geographical center to Jewish life,

and it is in Eretz Yisrael. All of us who give our
lives to building a more creative, committed
and enriched Jewish life here in the Diaspora
still have to grapple with that reality, some-
thing we did not all feel the need to do before.
The problem we all face together is that we

speak this language poorly. It may be our
native tongue, but it has become a second
language for us, whether we live in Israel or in
the Diaspora. The relentless pace of life with its
everyday demands make this richer and more

Continued on 23

Deciding when it's right to die
By RABBI RONALD D. PRICE

A parent is dying. The doctor has made it
clear that a feeding tube and/or respirator
represent the only hope of survival. "What
should we do?"
When questions like this come my way, I

turn to Judaism law and tradition, and to
rabbinic colleagues who spend their lives study-
ing such issues. I give advice based on what I
believe Judaism has to say on the matter, and
hope that this is of comfort in the traumatic
moment when one actually decides the fate of
another person.

Last fall I received a call from my wife who
was visiting her 39-year-old sister in the hospi-
tal. My sister-in-law was suffering from cancer
and the doctor had given her no more than 48
hours to live, unless she was connected to a
respirator. With the device she could live on, as
her life slowly and painfully ended.
According to the doctor there was no hope

of recovery, other than a miracle. The dreaded
question was asked: "What should we do?"

I did not want to answer. I wanted no
responsibility for this decision. I felt over-
whelmed and wished that I had chosen a field
other than the rabbinate. Who wants to live

with the results of such decisions?
Today, as I look back upon our family's

decision not to attach the respirator, I have my
own doubts. Even though the decision was
made only after consulting with rabbinic medical
ethics experts and was sound in terms of
Jewish law and tradition, maybe a miracle
would have happened. Did we miss that op-
portunity, or did we truly save her tremendous
physical pain in a hopeless situation?

It makes me wonder. If I felt overwhelmed by
the responsibility for this decision, and even
today sometimes question my judgment, how
much worse it must be for those who make
such decisions without guidance! What must it
mean for a man or woman to decide the fate
of a loved one, and have the full weight of that
decision rest only on their shoulders, forever?
The Supreme Court has rendered a decision

on the "right to die." As an outgrowth of that
decision, the question of artificial life support
will become more dependent upon whether or
not one has left specific instructions in advance
of becoming incompetent. A "living will,"
which includes one's wishes and/or appoints a
surrogate to make the decision, can now deter-
mine whether one lives or dies.

Of course the justices had the best interests
of the American people in mind when they
made this decision. But our courts are secular
by design. Life and death are not secular
matters. They are not medical matters alone.
Life and death touch the deepest reaches of
our spiritual being. Doctors and scientists can
only give physical evidence for life or death;
heartbeat, respiration, brain activity. Legisla-
tures may enact laws as they see fit, but they
can't tell one how to make the right decision.
They do not give moral guidance. Neither the
scientist, nor the judge, nor the politician will
be there to help one live with a life and death
decision after it has been made.
We need religious guidance when we deal

with maintaining life or prolonging death. That
decision is one that affects not only a body, but
a soul. Indeed, it touches more than one soul.
It forever affects both the soul of the dying, and
that of the one who decides his or her fate.

If I am young and healthy, I may choose to
sign a document which says "no life-support."
Am I the same person when that day does
come? A case was recently recorded of a

Continued on 23 . .

Justice Brennan's seat as profound as a shift in
party control of the Congress or the White
House, it is not inappropriate for the Senate to
search out Mr. Souter's views on the Bill of
Rights and the role of the Supreme Court in
interpreting the Constitution.

Without reference to specific cases now
before the court, the Senate Judiciary Com-
mittee can seek out Mr. Souter's views on the
Bill of Rights as a bulwark against majorities

It is not inappropriate for the
Senate to search out Mr.
Souter's views on the Bill of
Rights.

imposing their will on the rights of the individ-
ual in certain protected areas.
These areas are enunciated in the

Constitution's first ten amendments, which
include freedom of speech or freedom reli-
gion. For the Jewish community, this has
resulted in a freedom that is unique in Jewish
history.
But there are some justices now sitting on

the Supreme Court who argue that in a democ-
racy, the will of the majority as expressed in the
legislative bodies should reign supreme. After
all, who can argue against majority rule?
Apparently, this is what President Bush meant
when he said he would pick a justice who would
decide issues with a "strict constructionist"
view of Constitution.

The Senate Judiciary Committee should
also probe Mr. Souter's views on how he would
apply the concept of strict constructionism to
a world that the "founding fathers" could not
imagine.
As Justice Brennan said in a speech several

years ago, "The genius of the Constitution
rests not in any static meaning it might have
had in a world that is dead and gone, but in the
adaptability of its great principles to cope with
current problems and current needs."
(Albert D. Chemin, now executive vice
chairman emeritus of the National Jewish
Community Relations Advisory Council, has
been directly involved in the efforts to pro-
mote and protect the Bill of Rights for nearly
four decades.)

Heff'S IStaSif0

Kudos
I want to compliment you on your evolution

from a local paper. The national and interna-
tional articles you carry are of extreme interest
to us living in a small Southern community.
The new format is great. Thanks.

Nanette Page
Kinston, North Carolina

Visit Israel now
With the present tensions in the Middle East,

there are those who may consider postponing
their trips to Israel. But this is the time for
American Jews to demonstrate their support
by visiting Israel now either on a mission or a
trip.

Soviet Jews have not cancelled their flights
— and we must not cancel ours. We must be
seen in Israel. We must show our solidarity as
much now as we have in the past. We must not
give way to intimidation.
The security of flights to Israel is the best in

the world. The security in Israel is better than
in most cities of the United States.

It is important that we stand up and be
counted — in Israel.

For information about missions and trips to
Israel, call the Jewish Federation of Delaware
at 478-6200.

Robert N. Kerbel
Executive Vice President, JFD
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Candle
Lighting
AUGUST

24TH — 7:29 PM
31ST — 7:18 PM
SEPTEMBER

7TH — 7:07 PM
14TH — 6:56 PM

DIE11.,A3MIELE°0
ZUMG3GUE0

***

ADAS KODESCH SHEL EMETH
(rraditional)
Al f

Union of Orthodox Jewish
Congregations of America

Washington Blvd. and Torah Drive
Wilmington
762-2705

Rabbi Nathan N. Schorr
Rabbi Emeritus Leonard B. Gewirtz

SERVICES
Friday -- 8 p.m.

Saturday - 8:45 a.m.
Sundays, holidays -- 8 a.m.

Monday through Friday -- 7:30 a.m.
Monday through Thursday -- 5:45 p.m.

BETH SHOLOM
CONGREGATION OF DOVER

(Conservative)
Affiliation

United Synagogues of America
Queen and Clara Sts.

Dover
734-5578

Rabbi Moshe Goldblum
SERVICES

Friday -- 7:30 p.m.
Saturday -- 9:30 a.m.

Discussion of Torah Portion takes place
following Saturday morning service.

CONGREGATION
BETH EMETH

(Reform)
Affiliation:

Union of American Hebrew Congregations
300 Lea Blvd
Wilmington
764-2393

Rabbi Peter Grumbacher
Assistant Rabbi Sarah Messinger

SERVICES
Friday -- 8 p.m.

Saturday -- 11 a.m.
A Torah Study group is led by the
rabbi on Saturdays at 9:30 a.m.

•••

CONGREGATION
BETH SHALOM

(Conservative)
Affiliation,

United Synagogues of America
18th and Baynard Blvd.

Wilmington
654-4462

Rabbi Herbert Yoskowitz
SERVICES

Friday -- 8 p.m.
Saturday-- 10 a.m.

A Torah discussion is led by the rabbi
during Saturday morning services.

•••

MACHZIKEY NADAS
CONGREGATION

(Traditional)
final B,rith Building
800 Society Blvd.

Claymont
798-6846

Firday -- 8 p.m.
Saturday --9 a.m.

•••

TEMPLE BETH EL
(Reconstructionist)

Federation of Reconstructionist
Congregations & Gavurot
301 Possum Park Road

Newark
366-8330

Rabbi David Kaplan
SERVICES

Friday -- 8 p.m.
Saturday — 10 a.m.

A Torah study group meets
on Saturdays at 9 a.m.

DwmffIromPfa

The soldier afraid
and disheartened

By RABBI SUE LEVI ELVVELL
Special to The Jewish Voice

The theme of this week's Torah portion is established in the third
pasuk (sentence) of the portion: "Justice, justice shall you pursue."
The repetition of the word tzedek, which can be translated as
righteousness or justice or honesty, gives the statement the force of
a command: "Justice you shall surely pursue!" But how? How can
the Israelites create a just society?
The portion details some of the mechanisms for establishing

religious, social, political and judicial norms for the emerging
nation. Beginning in Deut. 20:3 the text examines soldiers' prepa-
rations for battle. First the priest calls to the assembled men: "Sh 'ma
Yisrael, Hear, 0 Israel! You are about to engage in battle with an
enemy. Let your courage not falter..." The use of language that is
customarily coupled with the liturgical proclamation of God's
Oneness is startling. Jarred by this incongruous phrase, we frame
questions about the implications and impact of armed conflict. Is
there a place for war in a just society? And who should go to fight?

Four categories of exemption from military service are cited. The
first three begin with a question: "Is there a man...?" A man who has
built a house and not yet dedicated it, or a man who has planted a
vineyard but has not yet harvested it, or a man who has arranged
to be married by paying the bride-price, but has not yet stood under
the huppah with his bride? All are allowed to return home before the
campaign, lest they fall in battle and others enjoy the home, the
harvest, or the wife for which the hapless soldier has labored. These
three exemptions place shelter, sustenance and companionship
before war, making a strong statement about the priorities of a just
society. War is nothing other than a temporary, transitory condi-
tion, in contrast to the potential stability offered by one's home,
one's garden or one's family. The work required of a property
owner, or a vineyard keeper, or in a relationship, results in
substantial rewards. The primary results of war are always death and
devastation.
The fourth and final military exemption excuses from service one

who is "afraid and disheartened", more, it seems, our of concern for
the contagion of such a condition than out of compassion for the
frightened soldier himself. Rashi discriminates between this exemp-
tion and the previous three by attributing the three to the priest and
the fourth to the military spokesmen. Rashi suggests that the first
three exemptions reflect a moral or religious perspective, the fourth
a less elevated, more pragmatic purpose.
We live in times of great impermanence and perpetual uneasi-

ness. In this last decade of the twentieth century, the soldier who is
"afraid and disheartened" stands for each of us. His fear of dying
may mirror our fear of living in a world that seems headed for
destruction by nuclear accident, through human disregard for the
environment, by the plague of AIDS, as a result of hopelessness of
drug, alcohol and nicotine addiction. What would happen if soldiers
across the world claimed that their fears were both paralyzing and
communicable, and, following Deut. 20:8, they requested military
exemptions? Would they, would we, then be able to create the just
society towards which we have been laboring for so many years?
(Sue Levi Elwell is rabbi of the Irvine Jewish Community and

also works with Jewish ex-felons in a residential recovery
program in Los Angeles.)

To become a philanthropist
all you need do is participate in one of the many endow-

ment programs of the Jewish Community of Delaware Endow-
ment Fund. A minimum contribution of $500 will open a
Philanthropic Fund in the donor's name. When the Fund builds
to $5000 the contributor can recommend the disposition of the
interest to an institution of his/her choice.
A minimum contribution of $1000 will buy shares in the

national Federation Pooled Income Fund. With this contribu-
tion, the donor receives an immediate tax deduction of a portion
of the gift and yearly income. For 1990 annual earnings to date
is 8.5 percent. The Pooled Income Fund operates like a mutual
fund with the donor and/or beneficiaries receiving the annual
income and the Federation or one of its agencies receiving the
principal on the death of the last beneficiary.
These programs are both excellent ways for persons of

modest means to become philanthropists. In both of these, the
donor is making a perpetual gift which will grow and become a
vital part of the endowment program of the institution of choice.

For more information on these or other ways you can be a
philanthropist, call Connie Kreshtool, Federation Endowment
Director, 478-6200.

AmIlE WUffMTM
Hopes and aspirations
-- a two-edged sword

By RABBI MOSHE
GOLDBLUM

Beth Shalom Congregation of Dover

All of us have been blessed with
wonderful dreams, with visions as to
what we wanted to realize in life.
Most of us never fully work out our
aspirations, and those of us who do,
never find the full enjoyment that we
projected for ourselves. One of the
basic reasons for this lack of fulfill-
ment is that each realization of an
aspiration brings with it greater re-
sponsibilities and obligations.

If we labor hard and long to be-
come an entrepreneur rather than an
employee, .we find that we must
assume overwhelming obligations on
behalf of employees and creditors. If
we dream of becoming a profes-
sional, doctor, lawyer, academician,
scientist or engineer, we have obliga-
tions to clients, patients, and to the
standards and ideals of our profes-
sion. Many children express the desire
to become a physician, lawyer, or
engineer, but ask the men or women
in these professions whether they
are happy and so many will retort
that if they had the opportunity to
plan their lives anew, they would not
enter the profession in which they
are now involved.

One dream and aspiration which is
common to most of us is that of
finding the correct mate and of ulti-
mately having children. And yet, when
we accomplish these goals, we find

that there is little enjoyment and
much aggravation. It is those respon-
sibilities and obligations that over-
whelm us and deprive us of fully
enjoying our children. The trick is to
start off as a grandparent when you
enjoy all of the privileges of associa-
tion but do not have to assume any
responsibilities.

As parents, we fully shoulder all of
the obligations tomake certain that
our children are fed, clothed, and
educated. A much smaller propor-
tion, however, accept the responsi-
bility of providing our children with a
positive and warm Jewish environ-
ment. This is one category of experi-
ence in which parents and children
can fully share, where children enjoy
taking over and parents are so eager
to yield. Jewish life is one type of
experience that cannot be transferred
to Rabbi, teacher, or center worker.
It must be sponsored and fulfilled by
parents themselves. A brochure
published by The Federations of
Jewish Men's Clubs put it very aptly,
"Jewish practice is an art form. And
like all great art forms, it requires
reflection, discipline — and practice
— to bring it to life. Into your life."

All parents look forward to receiv-
ing much nachas from their children.
It doesn't happen by accident. It
takes planning, effort and true par-
ticipation. The dream may add to
your responsibilities but the reward
in terms of satisfaction and fulfill-
ment is infinite.

AJSS receives proclamation
for Wilmington renovation

Wilmington Mayor Daniel S.
Frawley proclaimed a tribute to the
American Jewish Society for Service
at 11:30 a.m. on Wednesday, Au-
gust 15, at 217 Delamore Place.
The American Jewish Society for

Service (AJSS), in conjunction with
the Interfaith Housing Task Force,
has been working on construction
and renovation of low-income hous-
ing at 217 Delamore Place in

Wilmington. Thirteen teenaged
campers and four counselors from
around the United States have dedi-
cated seven weeks of their summer
to the volunteer work camp. (See
Jewish Voice, July 20.)

Each summer, AJSS conducts two
works projects. Now in its fortieth
year, AJSS has completed 89 proj-
ects in 39 states.

Schagrin 'bequest' to Kutz
In presenting his check for

$25,000 to the Kutz Home, Harry
Schagrin of Middletown said that he
always enjoys seeing other people's
happiness when they receive a gift.
Therefore, he decided to make his
bequest to the Milton & Hattie Kutz
Home before he passes away. In
accepting the gift to the Home's
Endowment Fund, the Home's Presi-
dent, Jack B. Jacobs, expressed his
hope, on behalf of the Home, that
Schagrin enjoys good health for years
to come, as well as enjoyment from
making this gift at a time when it is so
badly needed.

Schagrin's gift was made in mem-
ory of his late wife, Laura Fogel
Schagrin, and his mother, Frances S.

Schagrin. His mother had been a
founder of the Home's predecessor
organization, the Bichor Cholem.
"We are grateful and appreciative

of the generosity of Mr. Schagrin and
his mother, and pleased that their
family has demonstrated such dedi-
cation to the Home over the years,"said Jacobs.

The Kutz Home's Endowment
Fund is intended to assure the future
development of the Home. The prin-
cipal of the Endowment Fund is re-
served for capital projects or the
expansion of the Home while in-
come from the Fund is used in meet-
ing operating expenses. Gifts to the
Endowment Fund are so designated
by the donor.

your opinion counts...
...write a letter to the editor
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New director for U. of D. Hillel announced
By PAULA BERENGUT

Editor of The Jewish Voice

Hillel at the University of Delaware
has announced the appointment of
Ruth Kershner to serve as its Direc-
tor/Counselor. Beginning on Sep-
tember 1 Kershner will replace Brant
Rosen who held the position since
the Fall of 1988.
Rosen resigned to take a position

with the Jewish Campus Activity
Board in Philadelphia as an outreach
worker. This board, under the Phila-
delphia Federation's umbrella, coor-
dinates the activities of Hillels and
Jewish programming in general on
several campuses. Rosen will be
headquartered at Temple University,
serving primarily daytime students at
the school.

Kershner, 33, graduated in 1979
from the University of Maryland with
a B.S. in Therapeutic Recreation. In
1983 she received a Master of Social
Work degree from the University of
Maryland and a Master of Jewish
History from Baltimore Hebrew
College.

Ruth Kershner
Kershner recently moved to Bear,

Delaware, with her husband, who is
employed by ICI Americas, and their
ten-month-old son.

Most recently Kershner served as
Director of College Services at the
Jewish Community Center in
Richmond, Virginia. In this position,
she provided clinical counseling and
coordination of cultural, educational
and social activities for Jewish stu-

YLC establishes
vision & mission
statement for 1990s

For the first time in the history of
the Jewish Federation of Delaware
Young Leadership program, a Vi-
sion and Mission statement has been
created by the organization's leaders
"to help guide the program through
the 1990's and beyond," commented
Mark Kuller, 1990-91 Young Lead-
ership Cabinet (YLC) Chairperson.
Kuller commented that "more and
more often, we are developing Vi-
sion and Mission statements in our
professional business setting as a
valuable tool to assist us through our
operations ... it just seemed to be the
natural avenue to pursue for the
Young Leadership Cabinet."

The YLC, which was rejuvenated
in the fall of 1989 under the leader-
ship of Susan Paikin and Norman
Pernick, "has grown quickly into a
viable organization channeling young
adults into leadership positions within
the community," according to Seth
Bloom, JFD Director of Community
Development, who staffs the Young
Leadership program. Bloom noted
that "one very successful program
sponsored last year by the YLC was
the Local Mission Caravan which
enabled 25 young adults to visit every
local Jewish agency, experience first-
hand their activities and discuss with
the leadership the challenges and
goals of each agency. As a direct
result of this experience, more than
half of the participants are now serv-
ing on these agencies' committees
and boards."

Meeting throughout the summer,
a special task force established the
Vision and Mission statement for the
YLC as well as the structure for the
1990-91 year. The "Cabinet" will
consist of Kuller, overall YLC Chair-
person; Sheryl Fried, overall Vice-
Chairperson; committee chairper-
sons, vice-chairpersons and commit-
tee members of four separate com-
mittees. The committees include
Community and Political Involvement
led by Chairperson Suzanne Grant
and Vice-chairperson Frances
Rattner; Fund Raising chaired by
Debra Kattler; General Programs
which Susan Kreshtool will chair;
and a Leadership Development
Committee led by Max Rosenberg,

Assuming the leadership of the
1990-1991 Young Leadership
Cabinet are Mark Kuller, Chairper-
son, and Cheryl Fried, Vice-chair-
person.

Chairperson, and Lori Barbanel,
Vice-chairperson.
The YLC will begin the 1990-91

year with an opening event Tuesday,
October 16, at the Jewish Commu-
nity Center. To be included in the
YLC invitation list or for more infor-
mation about the JFD Young Lead-
ership Cabinet, contact Seth Bloom,
JFD Director of Community Devel-
opment, 478-6200.

dents and faculty from the University
of Virginia, the Medical College of
Virginia and the Virginia Common-
wealth University.

Prior to that, she served as a Li-
censed Clinical Social Worker at the
Jewish Family Service in Richmond
where her work included counseling
of substance abuse and supervising
graduate students.
Other positions in which Kershner

had contact with youth include a year
and a half as Children's Department
Supervisor of the Klein Branch of the
Philadelphia JCC and Director of the
B'nai B'rith Youth Organization in
Houston, Texas.
From 1974 to the present Kersh-

ner has taught Hebrew school classes,
including Values and Ethics, History,
Literature and Bible, for several
congregations.

Hillel Advisory Committee Chair-
man Vivian Klaff said Kershner is
interested in programming and in
getting more students involved in
Hillel activities. He called her "the
right person at the right time" for the
student organization.

Kershner's goal is "to bring men
and women together in a social
atmosphere and teach them to be-
come committed Jews in their adult
communities." She said she will build
on the social, cultural and educa-
tional foundation already in place.
"Because of my joint degree, I see

the importance of educating college
students Jewishly and! hope to do
that in a non-threatening manner,"
Kershner said. "I hope to encourage
the students to become politically
involved.. on a world-wide scope, not
just a University of Delaware scope."

Kershner will also be working with
Jewish Family Service, providing
Jewish Family Life Education semi-
nars.

Quality & Value
DELAWARE'S BEST SELECTION

OAK
1 OAK FURNITURE WAREHOUSE

325 S. Du Pont Hwy.
New Castle, Delaware

(302) 323-9233

CALL US FIRST!

NEWARK

MERGENCY SERVICE
(302) 654.3019

DOVER

HOME HEALTH

REHOBOTH,.

HAPPY HARRY'S
HOME HEALTH
CARE CENTER

IN-HOME
EQUIPMENT PRQGRAMS

• RESPIRATORY
• REHABILITATION AIDS
• DIABETES MONHORING
• PAIN CONTROL DEVICES
• OSTOMY SUPPLIES

• ORTHOTICS • HOSIERY
—PLUS—

COMPLETE ENTERAL AND
I.V. SYSTEMS WHICH INCLUDE

CHEMO AND ANTIBIOTIC THERAPY

Phone (302) 654-3019
• FREE 114HOME EVALUATION
• FREE DELIVERY AND SET-UP
• WE BILL MEDICARE AND ALL
MAJOR INSURANCE COMPANIES

VIPPPY
EVERYTHING FOR YOUR 

liPTIM 
FAMILY'S GOOD HEALTH

16A TROLLEY SQUARE WILMINGTON. DE 19806
ALSO AVAILABLE AT ALL HAPPY HARRY DISCOUNT DRUG STORES!

081011.1.

ors.m. I HAPPY 1CARD 

CARE SERVICE

Jewish Community Relations Committee

In a year blessed with an "outbreak of peace" and unprecedented national
movements in Europe toward democracy, the time has come for Delaware-
ans to exercise their rights and privileges in the democratic process.
On Monday, September 10, at 7:30 p.m. at the Jewish Community

Center, Hadassah and the Jewish Community Relations Committee will
present a political forum featuring candidates for Senator. Congressman and
State Attorney General. This year incumbent Senator Biden and opponent
Jane Brady, U.S. Representative Thomas R. Carper or Dan Rappa (pending
the results of the September 8 primary) and opponent Ralph 0. Williams, and
Attorney General Charles M. Oberly III and his opponent F.L. Peter Stone
will share the platform.
The forum is sponsored by Hadassah, the Women's Zionist Organization

of America and the Jewish Community Relations Committee of the Jewish
Federation of Delaware.

Robert Coonin, Chairman of JCRC comments on the political forum: "We
have traditionally provided political candidates with a forum before election
day to introduce themselves to the members of our community and make
themselves available for questions about their positions on various issues.
Such a program provides the Jewish community with two distinct services.
First, it gives our constituents easy access to political candidates whom they
might not otherwise get to meet. Second, it increases lines of communication
between the Jewish community and elected officials by telling them that not
only are we interested in them once they are in office, but that we are happy
to provide them with a forum to speak during the election process. Any
activity which strengthens relations between the members of this community
and political leaders is worthwhile.
There is no admission fee and the community is invited to meet the

candidates over refreshments following the forum.

"CC
CULTURAL
CARAVAN

"EXIMARATI110-111E MINES! AVERIOAN
maimm yEAer -honk

"There's A MIRAGE ON 8R04I11WI-an American
mating nith American jazz rhythms, American
insanely and an angivl American script The meads
is MN Of AMIS."

Wednesday, September 12,1990

Bus leaves JCC at 8:00 a.m.
and Returns at 8:00 p.m.

Lunch on your own, snacks served en route!
After the Theatre we will stop at Balducci's

Cost for Tickets and Transportation
$85.00/Members, $100.00/Non-Members

Registration and Payment is now being accepted at the Front Desk.
For more information, please call Lynn Greenfield at (302) 478-5660.

Jewish Community Center *101 Garden of Eden Road 0 Wilmington, DE

susan 
Isaacs

A L L E R Y

FINE ARTS

PICTURE • FRAMING

709

Tatnall St.

Wilmington

DE

19801

302 658-1948

ado
TEMPORARY SE RV ICE S

WE KNOW HOW TO HELP
WILMINGTON 575-1700
NEWARK 738-3500
CONCORD PLAZA 478-6110
DOVER 1-734-5379
Gilbert J. Spiegel Pat Spiegel ChalphIn
Founder President
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Two Delawareans who took the immigrants' route
By CELIA GANS

Special to The Jewish Voice

Joe Grossman grew up believing
that he was a link in "The Golden
Chain" — the unending world of the
Jewish religion and the Jewish
people. And during a recent trip to
Europe, he and his wife Stella, who
maintain homes in Wilmington and
Jerusalem, met Russian immigrants
travelling to Israel: the newest link in
the Golden Chain, he says, and the
most recent fulfillment of Joe's reli-
gious Zionist heritage.

Recent experiences with Israel's
newest citizens — in Russia itself,
where Stella and her daughter visited
refuseniks in 1987, in transit via
Budapest to Israel during the sum-
mer of 1990, and in Israel — have
affected them profoundly, strength-
ening their ties to both the old and
the new Israel.

Their old ties to Israel include many
of Joe's relatives, who made aliyah
to Israel during the 20's and 30's,
and whose children and grandchil-
dren continue to include the Gross-
mans in family celebrations. Their
new ties include those 1987 refusn ik
families who finally immigrated to
Israel, and the newest of the new-
comers — those who almost literally
step off an Aeroflot flight from Rus-
sia onto an El Al flight to Israel.

During Ste11's 1987 visit — when
she wasn't permitted by Russian
authorities to visit her parents' home
city of Vitebsk in old Beylo-Russia
(The Pale of Settlements) — she met
Jews who had suffered years of Soviet
persecution and heard heart-break-
ing tales of economic, social and
familial hardship. Of families literally
destroyed by granting some — but
not all — members exit visas. Of
years of living in limbo, never know-
ing what might happen tomorrow. It
is these people who became the
population of Ladispoli, outside Rome
— the pre-1990 "staging areas" for
entry to the Western world.
Now, say the Grossmans, new

groups of immigrants are emerging.
One group, as evidenced by the
people they met in Budapest, come
prepared. They have time to as-
semble and ship household goods to
Israel. They even have time to ac-
quire Western currency and elegant
clothing. Others, admit the Gross-
mans, are slipping through the cracks.
They tell a wonderful story of a group
who literally took a taxi from Russia
to the Budapest airport office of El
Al. How? No one knows — but they
did!
These newest immigrants are the

risk takers, according to the Gross-
mans, not intimidated by anything.

Chrysalis Center
('hi • Yoga • Meditation

Acoptincturt— Natural Medicine (M.D.)

Books • Tapes • Videos • Stress Reduction

Call (302) 994-0565 for 3 free issues
of the Journa

or write: 1008 Minim% it Rd. Mint., DE 19808

Big enough
to provide

selection, yet
small enough to

give that
personal touch!
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ASH ER RUB IN

On the ground at Maley Airport in Budapest, Hungary, the runway is shared by an El Al flight is being
readied for its trip to Tel Aviv and a Russian Aeroflot plane, emptied of its Israel-bound multi-generational
Soviet Jewish families. (Photo: Stella Grossman)

They are people with realistic expec-
tations that life in Israel won't be
easy, but they are confident that they
can succeed. Their greatest concerns
are the climate and making a living.
Thanks to the 150,000 Russians
who came to Israel after Stalin's reign
and have built lives and families in
Israel, the immigrants become part
of a vibrant, established community.
There are many heroes of this

newest Exodus, say the Grossmans,
including the current El Al station
manager in Budapest. "His dedica-
tion to this assignment serves as an
example to us," writes Stella. He
doesn't believe he's doing anything
out of the ordinary, they stress, he is
simply doing his job — making it as
safe and easy as possible for the new
immigrants to reach Israel. Yet, says
Joe, "he doesn't sleep well at night if
he's concerned about Jews who may
be 'in transit' and housed in Budapest
overnight."

Here is Stella Grossman's descrip-
tion of their experiences in the
Budapest airport: "...We were very
excited that morning (of departure)
and left for the airport early. We
found the El Al counter easily and
recognized the Soviet families with
their many suitcases... After a short
time we were all in the departure
lounge, and we started to approach
the Soviet Jews... We communicated
with the older people in Yiddish, and
in English and Hebrew with the
younger ones.
"The first family we approached

was young, with a daughter eight
years old and a son 12 years old...

The wife spoke excellent English, as
she was a language teacher. Her
husband was a policeman, and she
told us proudly was a graduate of the
police academy and an officer in the
police force... She stressed that they
had a very comfortable life in the
U.S.S.R. and were even able to ship
a lift (container) to Israel with many of
their belongings.
"We asked then why they had

decided to uproot their lives and face
the uncertainty of making a new life
in Israel... [they explained that] the
husband's mother and father were
already living in Israel and urged
them to come, telling them how
wonderful the people were and how
good their new life was.
"We spoke to an older couple from

Vitebsk, my parents' old city. They
told us that the city was almost
completely destroyed during World
War II, but had been rebuilt and was
now beautiful." This couple acted as
interpreters for the Grossmans in
speaking with others who wanted to
tell their stories, but spoke only
Russian.

Stella continues: "A young couple
was eager to speak with us. We
noticed that the wife was pregnant,
and we talked about their son being
born in Israeli. They frankly expressed
the fact that they would have gone to
America if it had been possible, but
now they were glad to be going to
Israel, to live a Jewish life. They were
eager to be in a position to repay the
Israeli people for their sacrifices in
this great effort.
"A well-dressed man in his 70's

was proudly wearing his many Rus-
sian Army medals. He was amongst
the first Russian troops to reach
Berlin, he said. We thought he was
alone, but he proudly introduced us
to his children and grandchildren and
showed us his mezuzza brought with
him to put on his new doorpost in
Israel.

"When we went out on the airfield
to board the plane we encountered a
remarkable sight. On the field were
two Aeroflot planes that had brought
many of these people from the
U.S.S.R. only a few hours before!"
The plane on which they traveled,

reports Stella, was one of El Al's
newest. Shortly after takeoff, a video
was screened, with narration in
Russian, showing scenes from Israeli
life, with Natan Sharansky and oth-
ers welcoming the newcomers.
"When we arrived at Ben Gurion

Airport, we watched the Soviet
families being met by Russian-speak-
ing Israelis, we heard the music, saw
the flowers, and felt satisfied that our
new friends were in good hands,"
reports Stella.

Joe Grossman feels that any effort
he can make on behalf of these new
immigrants is one way his generation
— "those who ignored the needs of
the Holocaust victims" — can re-
deem themselves. "To have lived
long enough to see this tremendous
migration to Israel is truly miracu-
lous," says Grossman. "Helping these
people is not only a humanitarian
act, but a mitzvah."
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Government OKs request to import prefabricated homes
JERUSALEM (JTA) — The gov-

ernment has granted Housing Minis-
ter Ariel Sharon permission to im-
port prefabricated homes to ease the
housing crisis brought about by large-
scale immigration.

While the decision, made at a
special Cabinet session August 2, fell
far short of the crash program urged
by Sharon, it was a victory for the
housing minister over Finance Minis-
ter Yitzhak Moda'i, who has warned
that Sharon's plans could wreck the
economy.
The Cabinet adopted a compro-

mise proposal offered by Prime
Minister Yitzhak Shamir.
The housing ministry was author-

ized to import 9,000 prefabricated
and 5,000 mobile homes. In addi-
tion, 6,000 permits will be issued in
the private sector to import housing.
Sharon told the Cabinet on July

22 that prefabricated housing could
be expected to arrive in November or

December, Ma 'ark) reported last
week.
The entire program will cost an

estimated $500 million. Sharon's
plan called for the purchase of 50,000
mobile homes and 40,000 prefabs
over the next two years, at an esti-
mated cost of $3 billion.
The Cabinet also rejected Moda'i's

plea to include the cost of the imports
in the regular budget, so that it could
be balanced by corresponding cuts in
other areas. If not, the finance min-
ister argued, an additional budget
would be required, which would
threaten economic stability and pos-
sibly reignite the inflationary spiral.

• Although Shamir and a majority of
the ministers thought otherwise, it
remained unclear from where the
additional half-billion dollars would
come.

In Moda'i's view, employment
takes precedence over housing, and
national resources should be devoted

Were you saved by
Wallenberg?

NEW YORK (JTA) — The Raoul Wallenberg Project at Uppsala
University in Uppsala, Sweden, wishes to interview people for an oral
history archive.
Those who were directly or indirectly saved by Wallenberg, worked

with him or the Swedish legation, obtained protective documents or
were involved with underground or resistance organizations in Budapest
during the war are being sought for the project.

Please contact assistant researcher Richard Holm at the Raoul Wal-
lenberg Project, St. Larsgatan 5, 2tr., S-75221 Uppsala, Sweden. The
telephone number is 011-46-18-181570.

to creating jobs for immigrants arriv-
ing in large numbers. Sharon argued
that the lack of adequate housing
would lead to social unrest and could
bring about an end to aliyah from the
Soviet Union.

Originally, the housing was to go

chiefly for Soviet immigrants, who
have been coming to Israel in un-
precedented numbers, and for whom
there were totally inadequate prepa-
rations. Now, however, much of the
imported housing is planned for
young couples, who have been forced
out of their homes by soaring rents.

The increase in rentals has come
about because landlords have raised
rents three and four times in keeping
with the higher amounts Soviet
immigrants can pay, because of
substantial stipends they receive from
the government and the Jewish
Agency.

Emigrants are muggers' targets
TEL AVIV (JTA) — Jews who are

preparing to leave the Soviet Union
have become targets of robbers and
even killers because they hold large
sums of cash, according to a report in
Ma 'aria.
The paper reported that three Jews

were brutally murdered July 27 in the
northern Caucasus region, near the
Turkish and Iranian border, and that
since then a family in the region that
was about to leave for Israel was
beaten by thugs who planned to rob
them.
Ma 'any quotes Jews in the area as

saying that attacks against families
leaving for Israel have become ram-
pant, since the Jews sell their belong-
ings and keep comparatively large
amounts of cash on them.
The robberies and murders ap-

pear to be largely the result of the
abysmal economic situation in the
Soviet Union, according to Soviet
Jewry activists.
Lynn Singer, executive director of

the Long Island Committee for So-
viet Jews, quoted Leonid Stonov,a
former refusenik in Moscow who has
received permission to leave, as saying
that the murders were not anti-Semitic
acts but criminal.
Myrna Shinbaum, director of the

Soviet Jewry Project of the Anti-
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Gemologists

Defamation League of B'nai B'rith, homes burned by a reportedly huge
said, "One just has to look very care- Uzbek mob, said to have been en-
fully into what the motives were."
Shinbaum maintains ongoing con-
tact with members of the Soviet
Jewish Va'ad, the umbrella organiza-
tion of Soviet Jews. There have been
several incidents of murder of Jews
recenty, she said, "but they were not
specifically anti-Semitic."

The fact has been debated on a
regular basis. One questionable situ-
ation took place May 2 in Andizhan,
in Uzbekistan, where Jews were killed
and about 16 Jewish shops and

raged when a planned soccer match
did not take place.
A Jewish activist in Leningrad told

the Jewish Telegraphic Agency that
the killers had prepared a list of the
addresses of Jews in Andizhan.
However, Shinbaum said the targets
were a number of ethnic groups,
including Armenians and Russians.
That incident was of sufficient

import that U.S. Secretary of State
James Baker discussed it with Soviet
Foreign Minister Eduard Shevard-
nadze .

Turnout low at rally for homeless
TEL AVIV (JTA)— A protest rally for people rendered homeless by soaring

rents drew a disappointing turnout Saturday night in Tel Aviv's Malchei
Yisrael Square. Police estimated the crowd at about 1,000, far from the many
thousands anticipated by the rally's organizers.
Some had been camping out all week in makeshift tents in front of the Tel

Aviv City Hall. They were joined by homeless Israelis who have erected tent
camps around the country — both as places of refuge and as expressions of
protest.

If lacking in numbers, the demonstrators nevertheless addressed one of the
most serious and potentially divisive social issues confronting Israel.

Representatives of the homeless demanded immediate housing for couples
forced from their apartments because landlords are demanding rent hikes of
50 percent or more. Landlords can get the higher rents from newly arrived
Soviet immigrants, who receive generous subsidies from the government and
Jewish Agency to cover their first year's housing costs.
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Ellis Island: 62 years of history on display
By PAULA BERENGUT

Editor of The Jewish Voice
The planeloads of immigrants from

the Soviet Union currently arriving
nightly at Ben Gurion Airport give us
only an idea of the immigration
experience that took place during
the peak years of the operation of
Ellis Island.
According to National Park Serv-

ice guide Mark Rekshynskyj, whose
grandmother arrived in this country
through Ellis Island, as many as 3,000
to 5,000 immigrants were processed
daily at Ellis Island.
The Processing Station
The island, just one half mile north

of the Statue of Liberty in New York
Harbor, operated as an immigrant
station for third class passengers from
1892 until 1954 and processed mil-
lions of hopeful immigrants from
whom are descended almost half of
all Americans today.

For the millions of people who
pulled up their roots and headed for
a new life in America, dreams of
coming to the "promised land" be-
came reality as they walked off the
steamships and on to Ellis Island.
The stories of name changing on

Ellis Island are greatly exaggerated,
according to Rekshynslcyj. There is
no documented evidence, he main-
tains, that name changes took place
upon arrival in America. In fact, he
says, the names were recorded by
the steamship companies at the port
of departure and were turned over to
the authorities upon arrival.
The immigrants were brou9ht to

the main hall on Ellis Island where
they waited for their names to be
called for processing. The experi-
ence, Rekshynskyj says, took from
three to five hours and included a
physical evaluation and a series of
questions.
Some 30 questions were posed

within a very short time, the guide
says, and caused a lot of stress for the
newcomers. One of the questions
always asked was whether the immi-
grant had a job in America. The best
answer, Rekshynskyj noted, was that
there was no job but that the immi-
grant possessed a skill. That way, he
said, the immigration officials did not

feel that the immigrant would be
taking a job away from an American.

Family members already settled in
the United States were allowed to
enter the island in order to bcate
relatives. Other sources of comfort
may have been the non-denomina-
tional chapel and the dining room
which served foods familiar to the
immigrants. The National Council of
Jewish Women was one of the first
organizations to serve on Ellis Island
in 1904.

The History
Known by several early names —

Gull Island to the Native Americans,
Dyre's or Bucking Island in the late
seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries, and Gibbet or Anderson's
Island in the pre-Revolutionary pe-
riod — the original three-acre mud
flat was owned by Samuel Ellis in the
late eighteenth century. When Ellis
sold the island to the state of New
York in 1808, the name Ellis Island
stuck. The name remained the same
when, later in that same year, the
property was sold to the federal
government.

During the War of 1812 the island
served as an arsenal. Then, in 1890,
when the states turned over control
of immigration to the federal govern-
ment, the first immigration station
was constructed on Ellis Island.

Nearly 700 immigrants passed
through the new immigration station
on the day it was opened: Januaryl,
1892. In the first year, nearly
450,000 immigrants landed there.

In 1897, a fire destroyed the build-
ing and the current facility was de-
signed by architects Boring and Til-
ton. Built at a cost of $1.5 million,
the new immigrant station opened in
1900.
Over the years Ellis Island was

enlarged with landfill and currently
measures 27.5 acres. The facilities
were also expanded to include a
kitchen and laundry building, a din-
ing room to accommodate 1,000, a
baggage and dormitory building,
hospitals and contagious wards.
The island's peak year was 1907

during which over one million immi-
grants were processed. The single
busiest day, April 17, saw 12,000
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The refurbished entrance to the Great Hall at Ellis Island. Through these doors passed millions of people
with dreams of coming to the "promised land." (Photo: Paula Berengut)

immigrants pass through.
Mass immigration ended after the

Immigration Act of 1924 and Ellis
Island's chief function became the
point of detention and deportation of
aliens who has entered the United
States illegally or had violated the
terms of their admittance.

During World War lithe island
served multiple purposes: the Coast
Guard was stationed there; suspected
enemy aliens were detained there;
and wounded servicemen were cared
for in the hospitals.

Following the passage of the Inter-
nal Security Act of 1950, the number
of detainees on Ellis Island grew
briefly. But the Immigration and
Naturalization Act of 1952 slowed
activity further. After 62 years of
service, Ellis Island was closed in
November 1954 and was declared a
surplus federal property.
The Park and Museum
President Lyndon B. Johnson

added Ellis Island to the Statue of
Liberty National Monument in 1965,
placing it under the jurisdiction of the
National Park Service. In 1982,
President Ronald Reagan appointed
Lee Iacocca to undertake a private
sector effort to restore the Statue of
Liberty and Ellis Island.
The island, currently closed to the

public, will reopen in September.
When it opens, the focal point of the
$156 million restoration project will
be the Ellis Island Immigrant Mu-
WW1.

The museum will be housed in the
island's Main Building. More than
half of the exhibit space will be de-
voted to telling the story of the for-
mer immigration station and the is-
land itself. The remainder will be
dedicated to the story of immigration
to America from the first arrivals to
the present day.
"The exhibits in this museum put

Ellis Island into the context of its time
and the broader context of immigra-
tion to America over 400 years,"
according to Gary G. Roth, National
Park Service project manager for the
new museum. "They also portray
and give voice to the immigrants
themselves. Each story is unique, but
together they speak to the common-
alities of the immigration experience."
To design and produce the exhib-

its for the Ellis Island Immigration
Museum, the U.S. Department of
the Interior, National Park Service,
evaluated 16 proposals and selected
the Liberty/Ellis Island Collaborative,
a consortium of three firms. Working
under the supervision of the National

Park Service and totally funded by
the Statue of Liberty-Ellis Island
Foundation, Inc., the Collaborative
has created four permanent exhibits.
The first, "Through America's

Gate," is a 14-room exhibit area,
restored to the 1918-24 period. It
highlights the human drama by giv-
ing the visitor a step-by-step view of
Ellis Island immigrant processing
through photographs, artifacts and
personal papers.
The second exhibit is called the

"Ellis Island Galleries." This is a 3,000
square foot gallery of artifacts that
former immigrants or their families
made available. The artifacts are
grouped in thematic displays: spiri-
tual life, clothing and ornament, family
life and images of home.
"Peak Immigration Years: 1880-

1924," the third exhibit, tells the
story of immigration during the busi-
est years on the island. The high-
lights of this exhibit include hundreds
of artifacts, photographs, passports,
steamship tickets and other travel-
related pieces. Special elements of
this exhibit will be videos of historic
footage, listening posts with immi-

grant reminiscences, soundtracks of
immigrant music and a computer-
ized citizenship test.
The fourth permanent exhibit will

be "The Peopling of America." The
display will be housed in the old
railroad ticket office and is meant to
place the Ellis Island immigration era
(1892 to 1924) into the context of
400 years of immigration history.
Two theaters, an immigration li-

brary and an oral history studio are
also part of the museum. And The
American Immigrant Wall of Honor
includes the names of nearly 200,000
American immigrants who have been
commemorated bytheir descendants.
The wall, the longest wall of names in
the world, overlooks both the Statue
of Liberty and the Manhattan sky-
line.
"Our goal is to bring to life

America's great immigrant heritage,"
says Stephen Briganti, president of
The Statue of Liberty-Ellis Island
Foundation. "We want to have visi-
tors leave with the feeling that they
know the people who came to this
country and the emotions felt at Ellis
Island."

The renovated Great Hall at Ellis Island where thousands of immigrantswere processed daily at the height of immigration. All tile work andfixtures are original. (Photo: Paula Berengut)
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Israel, friends in Congress warned
Bush to take Iraq more seriously

By JOSEPH POLAKOFF
WASHINGTON — Israelis and

friends of Israel in Congress have
been warning the Bush Administra-
tion for months to take a firm stand
against Iraqi strongman Saddam
Hussein's threats and his buildup of
chemical weaponry and poison gas
but their warnings went largely un-
heeded.
When Hussein declared he was

prepared to burn half of Israel, Jerusa-
lem quietly cautioned Washington
that his threat should be treated seri-
ously but the Administration was
apparently so intent on embarrasing
the Shamir Government into accept-
ing its West Bank/Gaza talks policy
that it paid little attention.
The Administration barely in time

halted the sale of industrial furnaces
to Iraq that could be used to make
nuclear weapons materiel. Before
approving the sale, the Commerce
Department knew that the furnaces
could be used for nuclear purposes as
well as for making medical prosthe-
ses which the Iraqis said they wanted.
Half of a U.S. billion-dollar credit for
agricultural purchases has been given
Iraq. The other half has been sus-
pended.

Early last Spring Rep. Howard
Berman (D-Calif) pointed out appro-
priate sanctions would slow if not

curtail Iraq's stockpiling of chemical
and nuclear weapons and missiles,
thus provoking a deadly arms race.
His effort reached a climax when
legislation he proposed for touch
sanctions was adopted in a voice vote
August 1 by the House Foreign Af-
fairs Committee over the continuing
objections of the Bush Administra-
tion. Less than twelve hours later,
Iraqi troops invaded Kuwait.
Rep. Tom Lantos (D-Calif), who

referred to Hussein as "the new Hitler
of the Middle East" at the committee's
discussion on the Berman legisla-
tion, said "the invasion of Kuwait is
the logical consequence of State
Department appeasement and the
blind pursuit of profits by European
and Japanese companies — and by
some of our own businesses as well
— as they scrambled, with their
tongues hanging out, to lap up Iraqi
petro-dollars." He said "this latest
outrage" by Hussein can be turned
around if it persuades the State
Department, Japan and Europe to
"impose tough multilateral sanctions
that hurt."
Berman's legislation would cause

the U.S. to end sales of all weapons
to Iraq and refuse licenses for com-
mercial transfers of technology and
equipment including "dual use" items
such as computers that could help

Iraq support international terrorism
or enhance his military capability.
His measure, Berman said, will deny
Hussein the technology he is seeking
to destroy Israel.
Commenting on Administration

opposition to his bill, Berman said
"the President tragically misunder-
stands the nature" of the Hussein
regime "if he believes turning a blind
eye will persuade Hussein to end his
nuclear, chemical, missile buildup and
improve his appalling human rights
record. If the Administration will not
act on Iraq, then Congress must."
Rep. Larry Smith (D-Fla) asked to

amend Berman's proposal to include
halting exports of equipment and
technology to other countries that
could re-export them to Iraq but,
sensing a Bush veto of it as Rep. Mel
Levine (D-Calif) said, Committee
Chairman Dante Fascell (D-Fla) and
Republican leader William Broom-
field (R-Mich) asked Smith to with-
draw it with the promise that its
purpose would be included in the
legislation as it proceeded through
Congress. The next morning, when
Bush assailed Iraq's invasion of
Kuwait, he asked U.S. allies and the
United Nations to take such action as
he had taken — freezing control of
Iraqi assets and the U.S. and blocking
almost all imports from Iraq.

Kosher bill introduced by Solarz
WASHINGTON (JTA) —A bill to

have the U.S. government protect
kosher consumers against fraud has
been introduced by Rep. Stephen
Solarz (D-N.Y.).

Although some states have such
laws, the bill introduced by Solarz
August 3 is the first effort to do so
with federa legislation. The federal
law, however, would not supersede a
state law that is more stringent.

Solarz, who represents a Brooklyn
district with a large number of Ortho-
dox Jews, credits Agudath Israel of
America with showing him the need
for the legislation as well as helping
him to draft it. "As the representative
of the largest kashrus-observing
community in the nation, I have
become acutely aware of the pitfalls
faced by those who seek to uphold
this timeless Jewish tradition," So-
larz said.
"There is no excuse for unscrupu-

bus merchants to prey on kosher
cow, imers," he said.
Ho added that kosher products

have also become increasingly popu-
lar among the general public "be-
cause they are prepared under care-
fully supervised conditions, and are
thought to be more healthful than
other similar products."
There are more than 60 kosher

certifications now in use, according
to Abba Cohen, director of Agudath
Israel's Washington office. "Most of
these symbols appear without any
specific reference on the product
label or package as to the identity,
background or qualifications of the
certifying authority," Cohen said.
"With more and more products bear-
ing more and more symbols, the
kosher field has become ripe for
error, confusion and even fraud."
The bill, known as the Public Dis-

closure of Religious Dietary Certifi-

N.Y. rules
Hebrew National kosher

NEW YORK (JTA) — Hebrew National's meat products are kosher, the
State of New York has concluded in closing a yearlong probe of the Bronx-
based firm.

Allegations of kosher-law violations against Hebrew National by Rabbi
Robert Schwartz, a kosher supervisor at the firm's Indianapolis plant,
were nothing more than a dispute between two rabbis, the state said.
"This is a case where one rabbi found a practice acceptable and another

rabbi didn't," said a spokesman for the state's Dep )rtment of Agriculture
and Markets. "The kosher laws don't address such a situation. It is up to
the rabbis to decide what is kosher."

Isidore "Skip" Pines, chairman and chief executive officer of Hebrew
National, said the company "feels very good" about the decision and now
wants to "put this behind us.
"These things are unfortunate because they take the focus off our main

purpose — providing top-quality products with the best rabbinic supervi-
sion to our customers," said Pines.
The case was closed, said a state official, "because we could not

substantiate any of the allegations. It became not a matter of facts, but of
rabbinic interpretation."
Schwartz had charged that meat products were cooked on the Sabbath

in September 1986 and that they were prepared without rabbinic
supervision and shipped in boxes with insufficient or no drainage. He also
claimed, among other things, that meat products were being improperly
deveined and were delivered without the required kosher tags.

cation Act, would require manufac-
turers of products labeled as kosher
and shipped across state lines to file
certain information with the Food
and Drug Administration.
This would include the name and

address of the kosher certifying au-
thority, a letter of authenticity from
the authority and a facsimile of the
product's symbol. If the certification
is withdrawn, the manufacturer must
notify the FDA within 15 days.
Consumers who have any ques-

tions about a product would then be
able to check with the FDA.
None of the symbols used on ko-

sher products are now subject to
FDA enforcement, Solarz said. Since
kosher products usually cost more,
the lack of federal enforcement has
"opened the door to numerous and
unconscionable cases of fraud," So-
larz said.
He stressed that under his legisla-

tion, the FDA would not make any
religious determination on either the
certifying authority or the product.
"The legislation's main focus is to
provide kosher consumers with the
information they need to make their
purchasing decisions," Solarz said.
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ANALYSIS

Palestinians' support for Hussein could
set back peacemaking for many years
By DAVID LANDAU

JERUSALEM (JTA) —Israel's political doves
are bitterly disillusioned, thoroughly embar-
rassed and, in all probability, gravely weak-
ened by the virtually unanimous support Pales-
tinian leaders and masses alike have given Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein in his confronta-
tion with practically the entire civilized world.
The Labor Party, ambivalent for years over

how to approach the Palestinian problem and
split over whether to deal with the Palestine
Liberation Organization, has maintained a
stolid silence in the current crisis.
But some leaders of the smaller left-wing

opposition factions have been less reticent.
Their remarks display the characteristic frus-
tration and fierce anger felt by those who
realize they have been betrayed by their own
apparent misjudgment no less than by those
they misjudged.

Yossi Sand of the Citizens Rights Move-
ment, a tireless advocate of dialogue with

Palestinian leaders, including associates of the
PLO, seemed to be washing his hands of them
in articles over the weekend in Ha'aretz and
Yediot Achronot.
"Sheyechapsu oti" (They can look for me),

he write of Faisal Husseini, the prominent East
Jerusalem Palestinian leader, PLO Chairman-
Yasir Arafat and Abd-el Wahab Darousha, one
of the handful of Arab Knesset members with
whom Sand's party made common cause on
certain issues.

All had praised Saddam Hussein, much to
Sand's disgust. "The lack of common under-
standing is so deep that I do not think I shall be
sharing a plat form with them again in the near
future," he wrote.

His CRM colleague, Dedi Zucker, was
somewhat less categorical. Harboring a long-
term "broigez" would be childish, he observed,
using the Yiddish word for grudge. He said he
would advocate continuing the dialogue with
the Palestinians.

But the consensus on the left of the political
spectrum for the time being is that Israeli-
Palestinian peacemaking and dialogue has
been set back, possibly for years, by the Pales-
tinian community's enthusiastic rallying for the
Iraqi leader, both in Israel and in the admini-
stered territories.

Elazar Granot, the widely respected leader
of Mapam, the United Workers Party of Israel,
said, "The PLO has cast a giant question mark
over the prospect of its ever representing the
Palestinian people in the future." He said the
PLO would either have to change its policy or
the Palestinians would have to change their
leadership.
Amnon Rubinstein, leader of the Center-

Shinui Movement and a minister in the former
Likud-Labor unity government, called the
Palestinian position "replete with hypocrisy,
lying and political idiocy," because "it drasti-
cally decreases the chances of a political dia-
logue beginning.

Shamir: No need for hasty decision
on distribution of gas masks
TEL AVIV (JTA) — Prime Minister

Yitzhak Shamir said Monday there
was no need for a hasty decision on
whether to begin distributing gas
masks to the public. He promised the
issue would be discussed by the
Ministerial Defense Committee at its
weekly meeting Wednesday.
The issue has become one of the

most hotly debated topics in Israel
because of the Persian Gulf crisis and
Iraq's previously stated threat to
destroy half of Israel with chemical
weapons if Israel attacked Iraq.

Israeli officials have largely cau-
tioned that a rush to distribute gas
masks could induce panic in the
general population and make Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein believe
that Israel was planning a pre-emp-
tive attack against Iraq.
Shamir, for one, seems to be sid-

ing, for the time being at least, with
Defense Minister Moshe Arens, who

believes there is no cause to advance
the distribution of gas masks and
anti-chemical-warfare kits. It is slated
to start near the end of the year,
beginning in the Tel Aviv area.
But Foreign Minister David Levy,

just returned from a diplomatic mis-
sion to Europe, said through a spokes-
man Sunday that the government
should begin giving out the masks
and kits without delay.

According to Levy, any justifica-
tion for delay has been overridden by
events in the Persian Gulf, where Iraq
is considered capable of launching a
chemical attack.
The Israel Defense Force high

command withheld comment. It has,
in fact, kept out of the controversy,
stressing that it will distribute gas
masks only on orders from the politi-
cal echelons.
IDF senior officers have declined

to comment on Levy's advice. What-

ever their personal and professional
opinions, they do not want to em-
broil themselves at this juncture in
personal political rivalries.
The differences between Levy and

Arens on the matter are believed to
stem in part from their competition
for leadership within the Likud party.

"It is evil, too, because they are supporting
a brutal, unscrupulous tyrant," Rubinstein
added.
He said he thought the PLO would at least

be divided over Iraq, considering that the
organization has invested so much energy
convincing Western, Jewish and Israeli opin-
ion of its moderation.
The former minister conceded that the peace

movement has been gravely damaged, while
the far right wing inlsrael has been massively
strengthened.

The last remaining hope of the dovish camp
seems to be what its rivals on the right fear
most: If the United States, with cooperation
from several Arab states, succeeds in besting
Hussein,Washington will press hard for a solu-
tion to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

But the leftists concede that the Palestinians
under their present leaders are not a realistic
peace partner for Israel.

Shevardnadze, Levy
scheduled to meet

JERUSALEM (JTA) — Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard Shevardnadze has
sent a personal message to Foreign Minister David Levy, saying he looked
forward to meeting Levy at the annual U .N . General Assembly session in New
York in September, and called for a comprehensive diplomatic dialogue.

Israeli sources said the message indicates that Shevardnadze intends to
hold substantive discussions with Levy, not merely a courtesy encounter
during the General Assembly.

Chabad takes Chernobyl kids
to Israel for medical care

By SUSAN BIRNBAUM
NEW YORK (JTA) — A group of

196 Jewish children from the Cher-
nobyl area in the Soviet Union, who
may be suffering from radiation sick-
ness, landed at Ben-Gurion Airport
on August 3 after a delay of 60 hours
because of an error by Romanian
airline officials.

Ethiopian foreign minister says
Jews can continue to emigrate
By HOWARD ROSENBERG
WASHINGTON (JTA) — Ethio-

pia will continue to allow Jews to
emigrate to Israel whether or not it
receives weapons from Israel, Ethio-
pian Foreign Minister Tesfaye Dinka
said July 26.

"I categorically reject any kind of
linkage" between the receipt of clus-
ter bombs or other weapons from
Israel and the emigration flow,
Tesfaye said at a news conference at
the National Press Club. The flow of
Ethiopian Jews to Israel "never in-
cluded the question of military sup-
plies," he said.
Tesfaye attributed recent reports

of a drop in Jewish emigration to
joint efforts by Ethiopia and Israel to
stop non-Jews from fleeing to Israel,
"which might have been interpreted
by others as an attempt to reduce"
the Jewish flow to Israel, he said.

Since last fall, when Ethiopia re-
sumed full diplomatic relations with
Israel after a 16-year lapse, Ethiopia
has been allowing its estimated
15,000 Jews to emigrate to Israel at
a rate of 500 a month, but that rate

had slowed significantly in recent
weeks.
The American Association for

Ethiopian Jews reports a three-week
lull in Jewish emigration that was
revived this week, when eight fami-
lies, or 35 people, were allowed to
emigrate, said Robin Schwartz, the
AAEJ spokeswoman.

Ethiopia is allowing the emigration
to "facilitate the reunification of
families," Tesfaye said. He said the
separations occurred "without the
knowledge of the government" in
the mid 1980s, when Ethiopian Jews
escaped to neighboring Sudan and
then flew secretly to Israel.

Tesfaye has held meetings at the
United Nations in New York and at
the State Department here with
Herman Cohen, assistant secretary
of state for African Affairs, and Aaron
Miller, a member of the department's
policy planning staff.
He also met with members of

Congress and was to meet late Thurs-
day with Deputy Secretary of State
Lawrence Eagleburger.
Tesfaye was here to discuss pos-

sible resolutions to the 25-year-old
civil war in Ethiopia, which lately has
seen rebel forces present the current
government with its clearest threat to
date.
He was also here to discuss the

flow of food and other humanitarian
relief to Ethiopia through the port of
Massawa, which is under rebel con-
trol.

Tesfaye said that in the "many
months" that he has held his post,
Ethiopia has not imported cluster
bombs "from any source," including
Israel. But when asked later about a
Jewish Telegraphic Agency report
that former Israeli Defense Minister
Yitzhak Rabin recently disclosed that
Israel sold cluster bombs to Ethiopia
prior to 1979, Tesfaye did not cate-
gorically deny that report.

"I don't know what was happening
in the 1970s," Tesfaye said.
The matter has been of particular

concern lately during the escalation
in the civil war. News reports have
blamed cluster bombs dropped by
government forces for inflicting
massive casualties on the civilian
population.

The youngsters are the vanguard
of 3,000 who are being brought to
Israel by the Chabad Lubavitch
movement on a humanitarian mis-
sion.
Chabad, aided by its affiliate or-

ganization, Lishkas Ezras Achim,
worked six months on the project,
called "Children of Chernobyl." The
children, some of whom are known
to be ailing as a result of the 1986
nuclear disaster, will be checked for
medical problems at a special clinic
at Kfar Chabad.

Currently unaccompanied by par-
ents, they will live at Kfar Chabad, a
religious township about 15 miles
southeast of Tel Aviv.

Their arrival was delayed initially
because of an error made by Tarom,
the Romanian airline from which
Chabad chartered two planes to pick
up the children at Minsk in the Soviet
Union.

All necessary authorizations had
been obtained and they were ready
to be flown to London, where a
chartered El Al plane was waiting to
take them to Israel. The Tarom offi-
cials requested landing rights from
the Soviets for the purpose of emi-
gration, rather than for humanitarian
or medical reasons. Soviet authori-
ties declined permission.
Once that snag was unraveled, the

El Al jet was no longer available. A
British Airways jet was substituted,
but had to be sent to Kuwait to bring
home British subjects after the Iraqi
invasion.
The Tarom crew was willing to fly

to Israel but was not allowed to fly the
extra hours.
At that point, British press mag-

nate Robert Maxwell intervened,

providing his private plane, which
brought fresh Tarom crews to Lon-
don.
The Tarom planes flew to Israel

with the children, who had waited
with their families 60 hours at the
Minsk airport, about 600 people all
told. During that period, a 13-year-
old girl became seriously ill and was
advised to go to the hospital. She
refused, fearing she might miss the
flight to Israel, and was treated by a
medical team brought in by Chabad.
Chabad also provided food, clothes

and blankets at the airport.
The children, ages 6 to 15, are

virtually all from secular Jewish homes
in the Ukrainian cities of Gomel and
Mozyr, within a 100-mile radius of
Chernobyl. (Soviet medical treatment
was reportedly limited to people liv-
ing within a 30-mile radius of Cher-
nobyl.) The children's parents were
anxious to remove the children from
the area, where soil and water was
dangerously irradiated and the food
too contaminated to safely eat.
Of the initial group of 196, five

children are known to be suffering
from leukemia. The medical condi-
tion of the others is unknown.
The ailing children will be treated

by Dr. Ze'evWashler, a former Soviet
citizen who is director of the radiol-
ogy department at Hadassah Univer-
sity Hospital in Jerusalem. Washler,
sole survivor of group of children
who were together during the Holo-
caust, has dedicated himself to help-
ing Jewish children.
He set up the special clinic at Kfar

Chabad. Psychological care will be
part of the treatment regimen.
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By ELLYCE FIELD
Special to The Jewish Voice

It began within the first few days of
school. The usually well adjusted and
vivacious second grader began com-
plaining of stomach aches. "They
were especially bad when I drove
carpool," her mother remembers.
"Every morning my daughter said
she couldn't go to school and each
day she would come home and say
she cried all day."
With the start of the school year,

many children exhibit signs of school
phobia, or school fear, a clinical term
used by the mental health profession
to indicate a form of separation
anxiety. The symptoms can be imagi-
nary illness like headaches or stom-
ach aches, excessive drying, regres-
sion behavior like bed wetting, dis-
rupted sleep patterns, clinging and/
or the comments that break every
parent's heart, "I hate school. Please
don't make me go back there!"

Dr. Edward Klarman, an instructor
in the department of psychiatry at
Michigan State University Medical
School, explains, "On the surface,
the child says, 'I'm afraid of school.'
Very often that translates into a fear
of leaving the safety of the home, a
fear of leaving mother — who has
traditionally been the primary care-
taker."
Klarman says a certain apprehen-

sion and anxiety at this time is normal
as the child makes giant strides to-
ward independence.
"A lot depends on the mother's

ability to deal with her child's appre-
hensions and her own sense of loss
and anxiety," Klarman says. "Some-

BACK.
TO

SCHOOL
Fighting school phobia

times a parent will project her own
anxiety onto the child. In an uncon-
scious way, she is resentful of her
child growing up and becoming more
independent. I've seen mothers so
tied up in their anxiety that they are
transmitting the message, 'If you go
to school by yourself, you might get
killed'!"
Other factors play into a child's

school phobia. One mother was
involved in a serious car accident
when her two sons were pre-school-
ers. She says, "Just when they were
realizing we could be away from each

centered and play-oriented, not a
watered down version of first grade.
Kindergartens need to provide an
ambiance where the child feels he is
accepted at whatever level he is on,"
Tisdale says.
Other variables that contribute to

school phobia include a learning
disability, a fear of failure, and peer-
related problems such as teasing on
the playground or something upset-
ting happening on the school bus.
"A healthy parent deals positively

with school phobia," says psychia-
trist ICIarman. "She will encourage

ence and autonomy should be dealt
with professionally."

Tisdale recommends talking with
the teacher as soon as school phobia
is recognized. "A child's experience
is made up of the dynamic relation-
ship between parent, child and
teacher. It's important for parents to
start communication with their child's
teacher as soon as possible."

This parent-child-teacher relation-
ship is the reason one mother offers
for the successful handling of her
daughter's school phobia. "At first,
thought my daughter's anxiety was

64 Apprehension about the start of school is
normal. But children who find reasons not
to attend need immediate attention. 95

other and come together again at the
end of the day, I went away one
morning and didn't come back for a
long time. When I did come back, I
was in a body cast and my face was
swollen. My older child needed a lot
of reassurance when he started
school."

Alicia Tisdale, who has taught
kindergarten for 23 years and is
obtaining her doctorate in psychol-
ogy at the University of Michigan
says the classroom atmosphere also
has a lot to do with a child's level of
school phobia.

"Kindergarten needs to be child-

the child with words like 'I can see
you are worried about school. A lot
of children feel that way. It's great
that you're growing up and becom-
ing independent. I know you can do
it.'

"If the symptoms persist; if the
child is desperately clinging to Mom
in the second week of school, then
parents need to recognize a problem
and seek help," Klarman says. "The
only thing worse than your child
leaving is when he doesn't leave! We
raise our children to be competent,
independent adults. Anything that
severely disrupts a child's independ-

the teacher's fault and considered
asking for a classroom change. But I
cooled off and instead of acting
hostile, I went in and asked the teacher
how I could help my daughter with
her problem. From that moment on,
the teacher was sensitized to my
daughter's fears and became more
tolerant, helpful and friendly.

"After talking to my daughter, I
realized she felt like she had no friends
in the class, so we began inviting
classmates over," the mother contin-
ues. "I also remained as consistent as
possible and insisted she go to school.
I was sympathetic, but I wouldn't let

her stay home for imaginary illnesses.
And I kept close contact with her
teacher. It worked."
(Ellyce Field is the Kids Stuff

columnist for The Detroit News
and the author of "Detroit Kids
Catalogue," Wayne State Press,
1990, and "Kids And Cars. Par-
ents' Survival Guide t ) Family
Travel," Melius Press,

Ac•••••••••••

Entering Kindergarten
Here are several suggestions to

help your child through the traumatic
first days of kindergarten:

*Before school begins, visit the
school and familiarize your child with
the setting.
*Meet with your carpool or the bus

driver, so your child feels comfort-
able with how he'll get to school.
*Speak encouragingly about how

independent and adult he is becom-
ing. Don't be afraid to talk about his
fears or worries.

*Try to have a relaxing breakfast
routine.
*Have clothing, book bag and lunch

ready the night before to minimize
the morning rush.
'Try not to plan a lot of after-

school activities. Allow your child the
luxury of coming home and "vegetat-
ing."
*Ask non-threatening open-ended

questions about his work, such as
"How was school today?" rather than
"What did you do today?"

*If there are any signs of school
phobia, discuss your concerns with
your child's teacher.
'For severe, consistent symptoms,

seek professional help.
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Proper eyewear important
when using computer

By ALLAN TOCKER, O.D.
Special to The Jewish Voice

As computer terminals bezome
more prevalent in the workplace, so
are the vast numbers of eye- and
vision-related complaints which re-
sult from their long-term usage. More
than one-half of the individuals who
utilize computers will experience
some type of bothersome symptom
such as eyestrain or blurred vision.
Symptoms and discomfort may be

warning signs that something must
be done to reduce the chance of
temporary or even permanent visual
problems. A basic understanding of
common vision disorders may be the
key to a less stressful, less painful and
more productive work environment.
The most common problem attrib-

utable to computer terminal use is
eyestrain, which results when the
eye's focusing muscles become over-
taxed and tired after long periods of

We'll Teach
You A
Lesson

You'll Never
Forget

At Our Frcc Introductory SAT Lesson

In just 90 minutes, you'll learn enough test-
taking techniques and strategies to raise your
SAT score by about 50 points! So call today to
reserve a seat for you and your parents.

Tuesday, September 4 - Wilmington
Wednesday, September 5 - Newark/Hockessin

Sunday, September 9 - Wilmington
Saturday, October 13 - Dover

(302) 571-8444

I STANLEY H. KAPLAN
GIL Take Kaplan Or TakeYour Chances

HE

near-point stress. The computer
operator's ability to focus becomes
greatly reduced to the point wherE
reading clearly becomes difficult. Print
becomes blurred and may even run
together. The focusing effort is un-
natural, causing headachies, irritate°
eyes and slow refocusing when look-
ing from the screen or copy to distant
objects. Eyestrain may also lead to
changes in lens prescriptions or a
first time need for corrective lenses.
Besides visually-related eye symp-
toms, general body fatigue with neck
or back tension may ollow a long day
of near-point stress.

Glare and reflection from office
windows or fluorescent lights create
a different set of problems for the
computer operator. Sensitivicy to
glare and bright lights often emerges
after long term computer terminal
use. Individuals complain that night
time driving has become difficult due
to blurred vision and glare from
oncoming cars.

Eyeglasses worn while using the
computer are an important consid-
eration with regard to ease of view•
ing and comfort. Bifocals, a common
vision correction for reading, are
designed for clear vision while look-
ing downward. Wearing bifocals while
viewing a computer screen, which is
generally at eye level, requires an
uncomfortable adjustment in posture.
It may also result in sore back and
neck muscles.
Many contact lens wearers also

experience some type of irritation
during long hours of computer use.
High levels of concentration may
lead to a "wide-eyed syndrome,''
whereby the wearer may forget to
blink at regular intervals. Improper
blinking allows contacts to become
dry, resulting in burning, stinging,

Continued on 13

PEECH C LINIC
tee* geeeed‘ Corxweatioes

OUR THERAPISTS ARE
EXPERIENCED AT
WORKING WITH

CHILDREN & ADULTS
HAVING:

• Delayed Language
Development

• Articulation Disorders
• Stuttering
• Voice Disorders
• Attention Deficit

Disorders

FOR YOUR
CONVENIENCE:

• Services provided in
your child's Private
School or pre-school
• Our office is open after
school and evenings
until 8 p.m.

• 3rd party payment
claims are processed
by our office

Pleare Cal/5 //rpfi-e Nod Oup

FREE SPEECH-LANGUAGE SCREENING PROGRAM

HE -SPEECH RUNIC
5147 W. WOODMILL DRIVE • SUITE 21 (302) 999-0702WILMINGTON, DE 19808

, . ... .. ..

Call now for Fall registration.

BALLET
TAP
BATON
BALLROOM

Member of Intl. Teachers of Dance
Member of Dance Educators of America

POINTE
JAZZ

DISCO
AEROBICS

FAIRFAX SHOPPING CENTER
WILMINGTON, DELAWARE (In Rear)

Accepting Fall registration 3 years old through adult.

Special Toddler class.

Lisa Butler Chadwick 652-TAPP

Whole Language Approach?
• Motivational teaching method
• Scientifically researched & proven

effective
• Used by Teachers/Parents to teach

all necessary life skills

• Also, It's Fun for Everyone!

Call or Stop by today for more
information, reference material or
Guidance in this all encompassing
educational approach.

Teacher/Parent Resource Center
• manipulatives • Art Supplies (Available in Bulk)
• Math & Language Games • Laminating
• Duplicating Books • Reproducible Workbooks
• AVA Materials • Puzzles & Charts

Plus Day Care Furnishings

Zbe frog Roppe,

Open Sun. 12-5

Tues.-Thurs. 10-6
Mon. & Fri. & Sat. 10-5

Upstairs in Trolley Sq.
9-B Trolley Sq.,

Wilmington
655-2799

Send them back to school with an old friend!

JthZawyfloilt V©©
Subscription $110.00

Let us know the beginning and ending dates of the school year

The Jewish Voice
101 Garden of Eden Rd.
Wilmington, DE 19803
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1
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City, State, Zip  
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City, State, Zip  
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Eyewear
Continued from 12

redness and blurred vision. This type
of discomfort is an undesired intru-
sion upon the many benefits of con-
tact lenses and requires immediate
attention to reduce the risk of infec-
tion.
There is no excuse for ruining your

eyes while on the job. Safety stan-
dards are now being instituted in
some states to protect computer
users. The most important aspect of
solving vision problems at the com-
puter terminal is utilizing the proper
eyewear. Special computer terminal
lenses are designed to accentuate
contrast from the screen, eliminate
glare, and relieve eyestrain. Your
family optometrist or optician can
suggest the correct pair of lenses to
meet your needs. Protect your eyes
now. Visual skills are necessary to
meet the challenge of the modem
workplace, if high standards of effi-
ciency and comfort are to be main-
tained.
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sWE SELL THE BEST AND
REPAIR THE REST"

HENRY'S
BICYCLE
SHOP SINCE 1946

MECHANICS ALWAYS
ON DUTY

$5.00 off with this ad
Any purchase over $50.00

2901 Lancaster Ave.
654-0361 • 571-0517

IN • • 111100

•
•

•

•

F
U. •

• Reading
• Basic Math
• Algebra/Geometry
• Trig./Calculus
• Biology

BACK TO BASICS
Tutoring Service, Inc.
Serving Ages 4-Adult

In Your Home, Our Center, or at School
Beverly S. Cox, M.Ed.

Owner/Director

Degreed, Experienced Staff Offering:
• Adult Literacy • GED Prep.
• History • PSAT/SAT Prep.
• Study Skills • Spelling/Writing
• Physics/Chemistry • English
• Foreign Languages • ESL

CALL (302) 594-0754
1824 N. Scott St., Wilmington, DE

• 1-on-1 Instruction
• Serving 4 States

Attention all Jewish Teenagers in grade 8-12

Delaware Gratz is the place for you
Dedicated and caring teachers
Events of Jewish importance: past and present
Literature and Hebrew language courses
Advanced placement credits for college
Weekend retreats and conferences
Answers to questions of Jewish ethic and law
Religious issues and Jewish life cycles
Educational methodology classes and teaching certificate

Get-togethers with Philadelphia Gratz
Recess breaks and holiday parties
Alumni to be proud of
Tanach and Talmud teachings
Zionism and Israel studies
DELAWARE GRATZ HEBREW HIGH SCHOOL
101 Garden of Eden Rd. • Wilmington, DE 19803

Call (302) 478-5026 to register 

A WORKING PARENT'S DILEMMA

Year round childcare?
Low adult-child ratio?
Sunny, spacious rooms and indoor play areas?
An open door policy, where you are welcome to drop by and be
part of your child's day?
Have swimming (year round) as part of the program?
A nurturing, qualified staff?
Early morning care and an afternoon program for your kindergar-
tener?
Opportunities for your child to participate in dance, music and
gymnastics, with no carpools?
A Jewish atmosphere with holiday celebrations and weekly Oneg
Shabbats?
Safe enclosed outdoor play areas?
Quality, age appropriate programs for children ages 12 months to
15 years?

YOU CAN FIND ALL THIS AND MORE AT:

The Jewish Community Center
Early Childhood Services Department

101 Garden of Eden Road
Wilmington, DE 19803

(302) 478-5660

• Please join us for our• 
•

• PRESCHOOL/DAYCARE OPEN HOUSE 
• 
•

• on Thursday, September 6, 1990 •• •
• from 7:30-8:30 p.m. •
• •
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Major Charge
Cards Accepted

For "special" children's clothing,
for your child & for gifts
We will mail for you.

656-7069 111 West 9th St.
Wilmington

It's Never Too Late
You are invited to learn about

Albert Einstein
Academy

* challenging

* small classes

* a nurturing environment

* a complete Judaic program

* programs in art, music,

gym and computer science

Your Child's Private/Jewish Education can
begin in any grade

The Hebrew Day School
of Delaware
Kindergarten-6th Grade

Call Eleanor Weinglass at (302) 478-5026

Ann E. Lazarus

How many parents have been told
their child's school work is poor be-
cause their child is not motivated?
How many parents really know what
that means — or what to do about it?

Ann Lazarus, who was recently ap-
pointed Director of the Huntington
Learning Center says that parents can
motivate children with a steady diet of
attention, appreciation, acceptance,

Director affection, and assistance.

Assistance can help your child overcome the damaging
effects of school work frustration. The Huntington Learning
Center is a nationally recognized leader in the field of
improving a child's basic education skills through individu-
ally designed tutoring and enrichment programs. A thorough
diagnostic evaluation identifies strengths and weaknesses.
Each student is given individual attention by certified teach-
ers using each child's individualized program to improve
skills in his or her trouble area.

Programs are offered to improve study skills in reading,
writing, and math, as well as college SAT/ACT prep courses.

For further information, please call The Huntington Learning
Center at 737-1050.

Ann Lazarus graduated from the University of Delaware with honors, and has
teaching experience ranging from elementary school through college. Ann was
one of the only 25 teachers in the nation to be selected for an Honors Mathemat-
ics Workshop at Michigan State University, and she is also a member of the Phi
Delta Kappa.

THE
HUNTINGTON
LEARNING CENTER

(302) 737-1050
3202 Drummond Plaza Office Park

Kirkwood Highway and Polly Drummond Hill Road
Newark, Delaware 19711
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TRAIN TO BE A MODEL...

OR LOOK LIKE ONE

Viet SCHOOL
& MODELING
AGENCY

Fall Classes Now Forming
17B Trolley Square Milford Campus

Wilmington Milford, Del.

(302) 658-6666 (302) 424-4500

2900 Concord Pike, Wilmington, DE 19803 • (302) 478-2667

FALL

SALE
SEPTEMBER 12-16

Everything at least 15% OFF
Selected Items 40% OFF

Special Sale Hours: 9 am-9 pm on Wednesday,
10 am-9 pm Thursday-Saturday, Noon-5 pm Sunday
Sorry, No layaways, special orders, or gift wrap during the sale.

• 

Dr. Uziel Adini, Literature

GRATZ COLLEGE
Festival of Jewish Knowledge
Sunday Evening, October 7, 1990 — 7:00-9:30 pm
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Dr. Marsha Bryan Edelman, Music

Dr. Diane King, Education

Dr. Jerry Kutnick, History

• Dr. Rel. Geffen Monson, Sociology

Constituent of the Federation of Jewish Agencies of Greater Philadelphia.

Located on the Mandell Education Campus.

• AMERICAN JEWRY
• JEWISH MUSIC
• SEPHARDIC JEWRY
• LITERATURE

• ISRAEL
• BIBLE
• HISTORY
• EDUCATION

Join us for a gala reception
celebrating the introduction of three exciting new

Gratz College programs:

• Master's in Jewish Liberal Studies
• Certificate in Israel Studies
• Certificate in Jewish Education

Held at our
Ann Newman Building

Old York Road and Melrose Avenue
Melrose Park, PA 19126

For more information call — 635-7300

Dr. David Rabeeya, Language and Literature

Dr. Ruth Sandberg, Rabbinics

Dr. Saul Wachs, Education

Dr. Nahum Waldman, Bible

Dr. Nathan Yanai, Political Selene(
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BACK
BACK T 0 SCHOOL

DANCE

Socks: Buy 5 Gel 1 Free
Knee His • Crew

- SCHOOL COLORS
ARE IN

LEOTARDS, TIGHTS-20% OFF
BALLET, TAP, JAZZ SHOES

20% OFF WITH PURCHASE OF TIGHTS & LEOTARDS

TIGHTS, CABLE, COTTON, FOR WOMEN
& CHILDREN - 20% OFF

WOMENS & CHILDRENS
BODYWEAR-40-50% OFF

(some items left)
BASKETS OF CLOSEOUT SOCKS

GREAT BUYS

Selected Sock & Hosiery Closeouts

30 • 40 • 50% Off ,
Thoro • lo • Ridgeview

• Christian Dior
Calvin Klein • Burlington

oil 'toss
Specials expire

9/10/90

New Arrivals:
Maternity Bodywear

Thing Socks
Womens TrouserSocks

Chiffon Skirts
Dance Bags

HOURS
AUG.-OPEN WED. TIL 8
NEW SEPT. HOURS:

M-TH 9:30-8
FRI 9:30-6
SAT 9:30-6

2124 Silverside Rd., Wilmington
478-3552

ENROLL NOW FOR CEP PRESCHOOL PROGRAM

• Structured Music Program

• Computer Science

• Field Trips

• Structured Pre-school Program

• Fenced-in Play Yard

• Hot Meals and Snacks

• Before/After School Program

• Summer Camp Ages 5-1/2-9

Infant care: 6 weeks and up • 1 to 3 staff ratio

7AM to 6 PM
524 Greenhill Avenue • Wawaset Court • Wilmington, Delaware 573-2450

Staff Trained in CPR and Medication Administration
4:1;k14
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CELEBRATES

11 MAQIE ANNIVERSARY
ITS 40TH

Dance (Studio

REGISTRATION
Tues., Sept. 4th thru Fri., Sept. 7th • Noon till
8 p.m. • Sat. Sept. 8th • 10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Classes in Ballet, Tap, Jazz, Kinderdance & Theater Dance.

F Sh©ppring COMOT
center of Foulk & Naamans Rds. (inside miff)

For additional information call 475-3949 or 762-3514

TRY A DAY...ON US!
Clip this coupon and experience a day

of afterschool childcare at its best.. .for free!
At the JCC's KiDsputcE!

Just present this coupon two weeks
prior to the day you want to spend at our
place and, space available, your child can
enjoy the activities, facilities, caring staff and
terrific environment of the JCC! We bet
you'll like it so much you'll want to make
KIDSPLACE your place!

Coupon expires October 31, 1990 and
is good for any kindergarten-6th grade stu-
dent eligible for mpg/Au. Transportation
may also be available. Please
make arrangements by calling i_\ •
Mindy Alten, 478-5660, 1ds
KIDSPLACE coordinator for Place

at me OCCmore details and space
availability. 0 L -

Back to School Supplies
BOOKS • GLOBES

• ATLASES 
11,45L1_ FREE Outside Wilmington

WOO Area 600-695-6100 

"Often Imitated - Never Duplicated!"

THE SMOKE SHOP
CIGARS • GLOBES & MAPS • BOOKS- I

GOURMET CANDIES •
GOURMET COFFEES • TEAS

CARLTON CARDS • CROSS & COLIBRI GIFTS

DELAWARE AVE., at DuPont St., Wilmington, Del. . VISA HOURS
• WHOLESALE (302) 655-2861 (215) 358-1324 • mc 6:30 A.m.
• RETAIL 

• WSFS TO• MAIL ORDER Call Toll Free 1-800-695-6100 •AIE 9 PAC

The Early Childhood Services Department
offers wonderful opportunities

for young people to grow:

Toddler's Play — A first group experience, for children 12-20 months
and mom's.

Play Learning— A two morning a week experience for 2 year olds.

Preschool Programs — For 3 and 4 year olds.

Lunch Bunch — A program that provides extra time for mom and
lunch time enrichment for children

Mom's Connection — A weekly program for mom's, their infants and
toddlers. Play, lectures, friends and more.

Drop-In Babysitting — Weekday mornings from 8:30-11:30 a.m. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

•
• Please join us for our •
•
• Preschool/Daycare Open House •
•
• on Thursday, September 6, 1990 ;
• from 7:30-8:30 p.m. •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

For more Information about these and other
exciting programs stop by or call the:

Jewish Community Center
101 Garden of Eden Road
Wilmington, DE 19803

(302) 478-5660
 .J
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You're Invited
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to our 2nd
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Celebration
August 24 - 31
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Final Summer Clearance

60% OFF
Cash or Check
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1733 Marsh Road • Wilmington, DE 19810 • 478-7458

Law student making a
difference in community
Staff Report

Matt Denn saw a need and has
spent the summer filling it.
The second year Yale Law student

feels that it is unfair that some people
can't afford to pay legal fees and, as
a consequence, go without much
needed service. So he decided to
provide free legal services. Second,
understanding how intimidating law
offices might be, he decided that,
rather than bringing the client into an
intimidating law office, he would bring
the law office to the client.
Denn, who spent his childhood in

Delaware, decided that one way to
accomplish his goal would be to link
legal services and churches through
the Interfaith Coalition for Justice
during the summer of 1989. But the
volunteer for the Legal Aid Society of
Delaware wanted to involve the
Jewish community as well.
Denn approached Robert B.

Coonin, Chairman of the Jewish
Community Relations Committee
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DELAWAREWAREHOUSES
WHOLESALE EVERYDAY

Turf-Type Perennial Ryegrass

50 lb. Bag
otkMP/494,

N
MMUS
lulls

$7351ch $64(r,,ore)
Everyday

Champion(" is the Turf-Type Perennial
Ryegrass used by most area golf
course fairways. Most new rye-
grasses are good, but if you have a
choice, why not choose the best.
Champion® has consistently topped
turf trials in regional and national
tests. Fine bladed, dark green & lush.

Pallet & Truck Load Quantities Available!

40 lb. Top Soil
$iao 951• ,

40 lb. Granular Lime
$ 1 38

Everyday

5000 Sq. Ft

Diazinon Lawn Insect Killer
s869 $761

4500 sq. ft

NO GRUB OFTANOL
$13” Everydaysl 1 ?6

LOCATIONS

Claymont, Del. 302-798-6001

Carvell*, Or. 503-757-2663

Edgemont, Pa. 215-353-3534

U. Maple Shade, N.J. 609-273-5939

Newark, Del. 302-834-0440

Mail Order, K of P215-275-2710

Supply House to the Turf Professional for 60 Years
r*;.!Awiaii:Ah'Ilytt\SUVAitii?41'1,i4kiitii41041446„itaLiai0Jiiitida4.11011

10.000 S q Ft
Super Turf Food 26-4-6

$1 297, s1 1 34
5000 Sy Ft

Grass Maker 10-18-12 Plus Iron
$666 Everyday 

s583

Superior Wild Bird Food Mix
50 lb Bag

381,

Oil Sunflower Seed
50 lb Bag

$1 369 
$ 1 66

, Everyday it

I—

SWEENEY SEED COMPANY
NewarkClaymont

Phila. Pike & Harvey Rd. Rt. 896 & Rt. 40 Peoples Plaza

798-6001
WSFS, MasterCard, VISA, Discover

1

834-0440
Summer Hours: 8-6 M-F: 8-5 SAT.

earlier this spring with his idea. The
concept involved establishing free
legal clinics in churches in poor neigh-
borhoods, staffed by law students.
The students would be permitted to
provide legal services and limited
representation under a Delaware
Supreme Court rule granting such
authority to students enrolled in the
clinic at and supervised by staff of the
Widener University Law School.
Because JCRS could not directly

fund the project, Coonin turned to
the Kutz Foundation by assisting
Professor Christine Harker, the
Widener Law School Coordinator
and Director of Delaware Volunteer
Legal Services, in making the grant
application. With the assistance of
the Kutz Foundation, the clinic is
currently operating out of Union

Baptist, Bethel A.M.E. and Greater
Bethel churches in Wilmington, with
additional clinic sites expected to open
in churches in New Castle and Dover.

According to Coonin, such a pro-
gram "serves as a small step toward
providing much needed legal serv-
ices to those who can least afford it,
is consistent with the commitment of
the Jewish community to address
social needs which cut across all ethnic
and religious lines, and build bridges
of cooperation between the black
and Jewish Communities."

In addition to the estimated 25
hours a week Denn has spent oper-
ating the clinic, he has had intern-
ships at Morris, Nichols, Arsht and
Tunnel], at Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Meagher and Flom and at the Dela-
ware attorney general's office.

Delaware teacher joins
TOVS educators in Israel
For many teachers, July is a time

to pursue further college courses or
second jobs. For 52 American teach-
ers, July was the time to volunteer
their services in Israel as part of
Teachers on Volunteer Service
(TOVS). The American educators
worked as English tutors with Israeli
secondary students, who voluntarily
attended summer school to improve
their English.

This summer, the TOVS program,
now in its seventeenth year, recruited
the largest number of volunteers ever,
according to Edna Gordon, TOVS
coordinator and New York teacher.
"Teachers from 12 states were rep-
resented in schools throughout Is-
rael, all of whom volunteered to travel,
work and assume all living expenses
in Israel," Gordon remarked at the
TOVS opening meeting in Jerusa-
lem. Joel Glazier of Wilmington
worked in Mevasseret Tzion, just

outside Jerusalem. Mevasseret is a
hilltop town, whose facilities have
recently been taxed heavily as it is an
absorption center for many Ethio-
pian and newly arrived Russian
immigrants (ohm).
"One 14 year old! tutored, was so

appreciative to have a native speaker
(of English), so he could read and
discuss the complexities of Sherlock
Holmes mysteries with someone,"
Glazier remarked. "Younger kids
attending an academic camp in the
adjacent library, invited me in for
their chocolate milk break each day,
so they could extract English from
me," Glazier said. "And in return
they would teach me Hebrew."
As summer school ended, Gordon

was already at work arranging for
placements in 1991. Information
about this program can be obtained
from Gordon at the American Zion-
ist Foundation in New York.

'Fun Day' sets record
Funds raised for Operation Exodus

Under the leadership of Chairman
Al Morris, the 1990 Jewish Federa-
tion of Delaware Brandywine Coun-
try Club Fun Day golf and tennis
tournament, held July 18, was the
most successful in the 21-year his-
tory of this annual event, according
to William M. Toplcis, JFD President.
This year's Fun Day, from which net
proceeds will benefit Operation
Exodus, the national United Jewish
Appeal campaign designed to help
rescue and resettle more than
200,000 Soviet Jews emigrating to
Israel, raised close to $12,000 which
will be applied toward the Delaware
community's $708,000, fair-share
commitment to the national $420
million goal.
Since 1969, the annual Fun Day

event has raised in excess of
$125,000 to support the humanitar-
ian, educational, cultural and social
services funded by the Jewish Fed-
eration of Delaware annual cam-
paign. Although this tradition will
continue for future Fun Day events,
during the July 18 dinner, Morris
explained that the decision to desig-
nate all Fun Day proceeds to Opera-
tion Exodus this year seemed to be
natural since "practically every

American family at one time was an
immigrant and therefore can relate
so well to the tremendous needs
which thousands of Soviet Jews are
facing daily." Also speaking at the
Fun Day dinner, Topkis thanked the
Brandywine Country Club member-
ship for their long-standing support
of the needs of the community.
The JFD/Brandywine Country

Club Fun Day has been one of a
series of events held on behalf of
Delaware's Operation Exodus cam-
paign. This special campaign, which
sponsored a dinner featuring Sena-
tor Joseph R. Biden in May, a com-
munity-wide rally with entertainer
Theodore Bikel in June, is preparing
for the September 8 "Celebration of
Freedom" Concert featuring folk-
singer Mary Travers. Following the
concert, a gala reception will be held
at the Wilmington Amtrak Station, a
location chosen to reflect the history
of immigrant experience as the
community rejoices in the exodus to
freedom for hundreds of thousands
of Soviet Jews.

For more information about the
Operation Exodus campaign, con-
tact the Jewish Federation of Dela-
ware at 478-6200.

Let Off Steam - Write A Letter to The Editor
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Hadassah revamping its image for the 1990s
By ELENA NEUMAN

NEW YORK (JTA) — Hadassah's
new logo, a three-tiered, asymmetri-
cal form with modern block letters, is
certainly a radical change from the
classically linear lettering that has
adorned the organization's station-
ery for over 70 years.
The change was no accident.
The new logo, unveiled at the

organization's 76th annual conven-
tion here last month, is a symbolic of
how the largest Jewish, as well as
largest women's organization in the
world is revamping its image for a
new generation of women.
"We've been type-cast by the

general Jewish community as a
Jewish organization for older
women," said Karen Venezky, of
Newark, Delaware, national chair-
man of communications, who is
facilitating Hadassah's change in
image.
As communications chairman,

Venezky, a graphic artist, hired a
communications consultant to work
on the logo design with her. The
consultant designed the logo, news-
letter format and all logo applications
— a complete "identity package,"
according to Venezky.
"Our new image and logo say

'look at me.' We are not bogged
down in tradition. We are trying to
create a new vitality, a new future for
Hadassah," Venezky.

Jill Hershbein from Miami, who
attended the sessions, is one ex-
ample of Hadassah's new genera-
tion. The 36-year-old mother who
holds a part-time job joined Hadas-
sah nine years ago, becoming active
in the young leadership effort.
"Before I joined Hadassah, I

thought it was wry grandmotherly.
Hadassah meant to me having a
family and being part of the establish-
ment. I felt I didn't fit the Hadassah
picture," she said. "Now we're get-

ting past the image problem. We're a
very professional organization that
benefits young women as much as
they benefit us."

Hadassah has initiated a three-
part program in recent years to reach
out to young, career-oriented women.
The Career Women's Department,
Young Leadership Program and

Karen Venezky

Vanguard, a singles network, have all
been launched in the last seven years
to enlist new young talent to the
cause.
"We woke up one day and realized

that young women didn't know a
world without Israel, and weren't
flocking to us because they didn't
know what we're about," Venezky
said.
Founded in 1912 by Henrietta

Szold for "the promotion of Jewish
institutions and enterprises in Pales-
tine and the United States," Nadas-

HA
DAS
SAH

sah is famous for its massive medical
centers in Em n Kerem and Mount
Scopus in Jerusalem, its aid to the
disadvantaged and its education
programs in Israel.
But the Jewish women's organiza-

tion insists that it is just as dedicated
to American Jewish issues and causes
as it is to various Zionist interests.
"We are the women's Zionist or-

ganization of America. That means
that we are women, Zionists and
Americans, and one does not out-
weigh the other," said President
Carmela Kalmanson.

But a change is occurring. The
young women that Hadassah is trying
to appeal to are just as concerned, if
not more so, with the pressing
American women's issues of today:
day care, abortion, elder care,
women's health issues and career
networking.
Many of them have full-time jobs

and families and have little time for
volunteerism or activism on behalf of
the Zionist cause.
"We're still a Zionist organization,

but it's Zionism with a different twist,"
said Jan Picker, chairman of the
Young Leadership program. "It's not
the typically 'rah rah' Zionism that
our grandmothers practiced. It's
Zionism in action."

Arab retires from Knesset after 41 years
Near East Report

The longest serving member of the
Israeli Knesset has resigned. Tewfik
Toubi, an Israeli Arab, who repre-
sented the Democratic Front for
Peace and Equality, Israel's Commu-
nist Party, has retired at the age of
68.

In addition to serving in the Knesset
continuously since the first parlia-
ment in 1949, Toubi published the
Arabic newspaper, Al-Ittihad. The
paper demands Israeli withdrawal
from all territories captured in the
Six-Day War, including East
Jerusalem,negotiations with the PLO,
and the establishment of an inde-
pendent Palestinian state west of the
Jordan River. In light of the recent
execution of a British reporter in
Iraq, such journalistic license is
anomalous in the Middle East and is
a clear indication of Israel's commit-
ment to freedom of the press.
Also at odds with the prevailing

Kosher
chazer?
Hog farmers in Israel, fearing they

may soon be put out of business by
an Orthodox-inspired bill banning
the raising of pigs anywhere in the
Jewish state, are considering import-
ing and breeding babirusas, an Indo-
nesian species of wild hog related to
the pig family that chews its cud and
has cloven hoofs.

practice in the region is the political
enfranchisement of minorities, such
as the Israeli Arabs. In contrast to the
Arab states where Jews are not al-
lowed to vote, Israel's Arab commu-

nity enjoys full political rights. The six
Arab members of the Knesset are
free to express their views, despite
the fact that 20 Arab states are of

in a state of war with Israel.

Venezky agreed that the Zionist
"core" hasn't changed, but that the
emphasis has. "Domestic issues have
always been a major part of our
mission," said Venezky, "but now
they're being emphasized. Women
have changed, and so are we."
Many of these changes were played

out at last week's convention, where
it was standing room only at the
special sessions for career women,
singles and young leadership work-
shops, where efforts to accommo-
date the busy schedules of young
career women were discussed.
These groups have also been in-

strumental in setting up networking
clubs for professional career women.

In Boston, for example, a group of
nurses set up the Hadassah nurses'
council to target Jewish nurses
throughout the country. Lawyers and
businesswomen's groups are also
popping up in various cities.
"What's exciting is that young

professional women are meeting each
other, and networking under the
umbrella of Hadassah. Both are

benefiting," said Picker.
But reshaping an organizational

agenda is not always an easy task,
and is bound to ruffle some feathers.
Some of the older members of the
organization reportedly have voiced
their dissatisfaction with the new
program.
"Some say that the young genera-

tion takes Israel for granted and
doesn't understand how precarious
Israel's existence is," said Hershbein.
"There are always some that are
resistant to change."

But she added that on the whole,
women of all ages and generations
are thrilled with the "new" Hadas-
sah. "It's an organization that has
room for all Jewish women," she
said.

Estelle Minkowsky of White Plains,
N.Y., a member of Hadassah since
1947 and a participant in last month's
convention, agrees. "It's like a reli-
gion. We are all devoted to the cause,"
whether it be Zionism, American
Jewish concerns, or a mixture of
both.

DIAMONDS

EXPERT WATCH & JEWELRY REPAIRING
JEWELRY & WATCHES

SILVER, PEWTER, BRASS

R. J. BERMAN
PHONE 654-7751
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WILMINGTON. 
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Beth Shalom to dedicate Chupah made by members
On Sunday, September 9, at 3

p.m., the Sisterhood of Congrega-
tion Beth Shalom will be dedicating a
handstitched needlepoint Chupah.
This ceremony will be the culmina-
tion of a year-long project which
involved 26 needlepointers.
The Chupah, or marriage canopy,

is an important part of a traditional,
Jewish wedding ceremony, symbol-
izing the creation of a new home.
The canopy is supported by four
poles, under which the bride and
groom stand during the wedding.
The idea for doing a needlepoint

Chupah began to evolve after the
completion of two needlepoint
wallhangings that members had done
and are displayed in the synagogue's
Gibstein Auditorium.

Celina Riebman, past President of
Beth Shalom, was approached by
several members about doing a can-
opy in needlepoint. She and Devara
Goodman contacted Philadelphia-
area synagogues about their Chupah
designs and went to see four of them.

They returned with photographs of
the art work and discussed the differ-
ent styles. Along with Arlene Davis,
Beth Shalom's Religious School
Director, they went through religious
books looking for appropriate Jew-
ish symbols and artistic techniques
that could be used.

Prepared with their ideas, the Sis-
terhood commissioned Innovations
Designs in Philadelphia to design
and hand-paint 26 individual can-
vasses which would eventually be
sewn together and framed into six
different panels to form the Chupah.
The Jewish symbols — the Ketubah,
Bible, Mezzuzah, Torah and Meno-
rah — were the focus of the outside
panel. Featured on the inside panels
are the Twelve Tribes of Israel, each
on a Star of David, and the Kiddush
Cup. Both cotton floss and metallic
threads were used to create this work
of art.
Once the pieces were designed,

members of the Congregation were
able to select and purchase the indi-

"Here's my Card"
Business Card Special
$18 per issue - 10 issues minimum

Call Jewish Voice Advertising Dept.

478-6200

vidual piece on which they wanted to
work. Carolyn Fuhrman, Sisterhood
President, took the responsibility of
keeping track of progress and con-
stantly replenishing yarn as workers
needed additional supplies. This past
spring all the pieces were completed.
The responsibility of framing the

Chupah was given to Jim Kaffen-
berger, of Frames With Character on
Marsh Road. The framing itself was
a challenge because of the stitching
differences in the twenty-six pieces
and also the large size of each panel.

Kaffenberger framed each piece in
its own fold frame and then joined
them to form six panels.
The community is invited to attend

the dedication ceremony, chaired by
Lynne Sklar, on Sunday, September
9, at 3 p.m. at Beth Shalom, 18th
Street and Baynard Boulevard. A
wine and dessert reception will fol-
low the service which will be con-
ducted by Rabbi Herbert Yoskowitz
and Cantor Norman Swerling.
The needlepointers involved in the

Chupah project include Phyllis Ae-

renson, Laura Beitman, Joy Bloom,
Jinx Blum, Doris Budner, Arlene
Davis, Alisa Dadone, Josephine
Fisher, Carolyn Fuhrman, Joeseph
Glick, Jane Goldberg, Jackie Harad,
Ina Jacobs, Leslie Koralek, Elva
Levine, Dina Lipschultz, Anna
Metzker, Lorraine Miller, Claire
Mitchell, Celina Riebman, Sylvia
Rosenberg, Marcia Shepard, Lynn
Sklar, Anita Sobel, Barbara Stargatt,
and Pat Stutman.
For further information, call the

synagogue at 654-4462.

Heritage and History Await You
on the U.S.A. Young Leadership Morasha Mission

Poland & Israel
October 21-31, 1990

Walk with scholars, eyewitnesses and survivors through the
towns and "shtetls" of Poland where our grandparents lived.

Witness the historic changes unfolding in Eastern Europe.

Meet the leaders of Poland's new society and government.

Enjoy the first concert in a Polish synagogue in 50 years with

the Krakow Philharmonic.

Greet new Soviet immigrants as they arrive in Israel.

Explore modem and ancient Israel including Jerusalem's Old and
New Cities, archaeological digs and new hi-tech industries.
Celebrate a special Shabbat in Jerusalem.
Dialogue with leading politicians, journalists and members of the
military about Israel's future.

UJA's Young Leadership Morasha Mission will generate excitement, friendships and
unforgettable experiences for some SOO young Jewish adults from across the country.

The Morasha ("Heritage") Mission is a connection to our roots and a road map to our future.
Join us in Eastern Europe and Israel during a time of historic change.

For additional information please contact Seth Bloom, JFD Director of Community
Development, 418-6200.
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ADL, others criticize Spike Lee for stereotyping Jews
By ALLISON KAPLAN

NEW YORK — Filmmaker Spike
Lee's portrayal of two Jewish jazz
club owners in the new film "Mo'
Better Blues" is being called anti-
Semitic by both the Anti-Defamation
League of B'nai B'rith and some
leading film critics.

In his previous three movies, in-
cluding last year's "Do The Right
Thing," Lee vividly explored the black
experience and the effects of racial
prejudice in America. In "Mo' Better
Blues," his central character is a black
trumpet player who tries unsuccess-
fully to wheedle a raise from the two
Jewish owners of the jazz club where
his band performs. The two-dimen-
sional depiction of the two brothers,
named Moe and Josh Flatbush, who
appear in brief scenes throughout
the movie, was sharply criticized by
Abraham Foxman, national director
of the ADL.
"Spike Lee's characterization of

Moe and Josh Flatbush as greedy and
unscrupulous club owners dredges
up an age-old and highly dangerous
form of anti-Semitic stereotyping,"
Foxman said. "ADL is disappointed
that Spike Lee — whose success is
largely due to his efforts to break
down racial stereotypes and preju-
dice — has employed the same kind
of tactics that he supposedly de-
plores."
Foxman told the Jewish Tele-

graphic Agency that he issued the
statement in the same spirit that the
National Association for the Advance-
ment of Colored People and the
Urban League have protested stere-
otypical portrayals of blacks.
"Here's a man who's creative,"

Foxman said of the black filmmaker,
"yet he falls back on these stere-
otypes that are so simplistic and crude.

here are many ways to portray
greedy people. He had all kinds of
choices. That's the choice he made."
Susan Fowler, a spokeswoman at

Lee's Forty Acres and a Mule pro-
duction company, said the writer/
director was not issuing a statement
in response to the ADL's charges.
Lee feels that "the movie speaks for
itself," Fowler said.

Earlier this month the Los Ange-
les Times surveyed leading film crit-
ics, and while many agreed with the
ADL charges, some also defended
Lee's right of free artistic expression.
One of the sharpest rebukes came

from David Ansen of Newsweek,
who said in his review that the Flatbush
brothers are "caricatured as villain-
ous Shylocks." Coming "from a self-
proclaimed enemy of ethnic stere-
otyping, this is inexcusable," he wrote.
New York Times critic Caryn

James also described the two club
owners as "money-grubbing, devi-
ous, ugly stereotypes with sharks'
smiles," and asks, "What could have
been going through Lee's mind when
he invented the Jewish club own-
ers?"

David Denby, the critic for New
York magazine, agreed that Lee was
feeding the currently "fashionable"
anti-Semitism among black people.
But he also warned that it was dan-
gerous to pin labels like "misogy-
nous," "racist" or "anti-Semitic" on
films, because "you get to the point
where you can't say anything," Denby
said.
Time magazine critic Richard

Schickel panned Lee for his constant
stereotyping of characters in all his
films, but did not specifically touch
on the Flatbush issue in his review. "I
didn't like this to be anti-Semitism on
his part," Schickel said. "These guys

Pollard files for divorce
By ALLISON KAPLAN

NEW YORK (JTA) — Jonathan
Pollard, serving a life term in prison
for spying on behalf of Israel, has
filed divorce papers against his wife,
Anne, citing "irreconcilable differ-
ences" as the reason for ending the
marriage.
Anne Pollard received the papers

July 18 in her bed at New York's
Mount Sinai Hospital, where she is
receiving treatment for a digestive
disorder. Her medical condition
worsened during her 40-month stay
in prison, where she was sentenced
after pleading guilty to being an
accessory after the fact to possession
of classified documents. She was
released from a Manhattan halfway
house in March.
A statement released by an attor-

ney for Jonathan Pollard states that
he "very deeply regrets that his ac-
tion must be taken and wishes his
wife the very best, but also desires to
make clear that she no longer speaks
for him for any purpose."
The statement added that Pollard

had planned divorce action earlier,
but "postponed taking this action for
several months due to his wife's
ongoing testing for illness and un-
availability to visit him at the prison."

Anne Pollard was "absolutely be-
side herself" over the divorce action,
said her attorney, Mark Baker. A
statement released on her behalf
quoted her as saying, "I am deeply
grieved by this action as I had hoped
for children and a life together some-
day."
The divorce action follows months

of growing animosity between the

two families since Anne Pollard's
release. Each side has accused the
other of trying to monopolize and
control efforts to free Jonathan Pol-
lard. "People who have their own
agendas are exploiting the fact that
Jonathan cannot meet with Anne
without others present," Baker said.
The Pollards were married on Aug.

9, 1985. Three months later, on
Nov. 21, Jonathan Pollard, than a
U.S. naval intelligence analyst, was
arrested outside the Israeli Embassy
in Washington.

Israel to
broadcast
for ohm
TEL AVIV (JTA) — The Israel

Broadcasting Authority plans to es-
tablish a new radio network to help
immigrants from the Soviet Union
and Ethiopia integrate more quickly
into Israeli life. It will broadcast in
Russian and Amharic, the language
of Ethiopia.
The IBA, a quasi-governmental

agency, is acting on the recommen-
dation of Minister of Education and
Culture Zevulun Hammer. He pro-
posed that it broadcast Hebrew les-
sons, lectures on Jewish festivals,
values, traditions and Israel's geogra-
phy for the benefit of the immigrants.
At present, radio programs for

immigrants consist of news bulletins
aired three times a day in five- to 15-
minute segments. The new network
could provide jobs for immigrant
journalists, producers and other
professionals, Hammer suggested.

are fringe characters who operate
marginal show business enterprises
with a shrewd eye to the main chance.
The type is familiar to anyone in
show business ... and not particularly
Jewish. We're not talking Shylock
here."
Though Lee has not responded to

the criticism directly, he told Variety
columnist Army Archerd that his own
father played for jazz clubs that were
owned by Jews and that he did not
intend the Flatbush brothers as an
indictment of all Jewish club owners.
"But the facts are that black artists
have always had to struggle to be
paid what their white counterparts
were paid," Lee said.
Lee also questioned in the inter-

view whether the Jewish top execu-
tives at Universal Pictures, Lou
Wasserman and Sidney Sheinberg,
would have released the film if it
struck them as obviously anti-Semitic.
The two executives were quoted in

Variety as defending Lee's right to
creative freedom, and a studio spokes-
woman reiterated this point.
"We understand the concerns,"

she said, "but we are not in the
business of censoring filmmakers.
We didn't try on "The Last Tempta-
tion of Christ" and we aren't now.
We stand behind freedom of speech.
Once you start censoring, where do
you stop? Who makes these judg-
ments? Any portrayal is the
filmmaker's choice."

But film critic Michael Medved
challenged Universal's defense of the
movie, pointing out that no Jewish
group had ever called for censorship.

Jewish Voice
Classified
478-6200

The ADL statement, he noted, merely
said that the group hoped "that this
kind of insensitive and hurtful stere-
otyping does not repeat itself in Lee's
next movie."
Medved, who co-hosts the televi-

sion program "Sneak Previews" and
is also active in the Los Angeles
Jewish community, expressed regret
that the controversy would give the
film greater publicity, and said that
Lee is likely "filled with joy and glee
at the ADL statement and the con-
flict it's engendered.
"Spike can be a martyr now, be-

cause it looks as though the big bad
Jewish establishment is coming down
on this poor black filmmaker,"
Medved said.
Medved echoed film critic Denby

in saying that it has become "fashion-

able among liberal black circles to
verbally attack Jews."
The controversy over "Mo' Better

Blues" is the second in as many
months bearing on black-Jewish
tensions in the entertainment indus-
try. Last month, a speaker at a
meeting of the National Association
for the Advancement of Colored
People charged that black entertain-
ers and producers had been held
back due to the "century-old problem
of Jewish racism in Hollywood."

Medved said that "it's ironic that
people are making a point about
closed doors to blacks at a time when
they are so prominent, where that
success has largely been orchestrated
by Jewish agents, producers and
directors."

BOYD'S Ty.Aaw:Kges
Where artists bring beauty to bloom.

421-2900
2013 Penna. Ave.
824 Mkt. St. Mall
2900 Concord Pk.

We've Got it all!
FASHION • STYLE • COLOR

The Brightest and Best of Fall's New Styles Are Here

NATURALIZER • CALICO • NICOLE • REVELATIONS

• WESTIES • BASS • DEXTER • SEBAGO

• LIFE STRIDE • CANDIES • PALIZZIO • JASMIN

• 9-WEST • BANDALINO • SELBY • AIGNER
All Priced Lower than Dept. Store Sale Prices.

AREA'S LARGEST SELECTION OF CHILDREN'S BACK TO
SCHOOL SHOES & SNEAKERS -

BUSTER BROWN, STRIDE RITE, NICKELODEON, WESTIES,
SEBAGO, REEBOK, KEDS, TRETORN...

ALL AT EVERYDAY LOW, LOW DISCOUNT PRICE.

Rts. 261 8. 491
Foulk & Naamans

(reek Rds.

BOOTH'S CORNER
DISCOUNT SHOES
LOCATED IN THE BOOTHS CORNER FARMERS MKT.

215-485-7280
Friday 10-11
Sat. 10-10
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Hmchso
Blumberg

Nancy F. Blumberg, CPA, CFP, a
director at the accounting firm of
Simon, Master 8c Sidlow, P.A. has
been elected chairperson of the
Wilmington Tax Group. As the chair-
person, she will be responsible for
coordinating their monthly meetings.

Ehrich
Fred and Ceceil Ehrich of Wilming-

ton, announce the birth of their grand-
daughter, Ellen Ehrich Kourakos, on
July 24. Ellen is the daughter of Beth
Ehrich and Bill Kourakos of Scars-
dale, New York.

Appleton/Kreshtool
Rollins Chapel at Dartmouth Col-

lege was the site of the wedding of
Jennifer Appleton and Richard Kresh-
tool on July 1. Rabbi Helene Ferris of
the Stephen Wise Free Synagogue,
New York, N.Y., officiated. Jennifer
is the daughter of Georganna Towne
and Jon Appleton of White River
Junction, Vermont. Richard is the
son of Constance Kreshtool of
Wilmington and the late Dr. Bernard
Kreshtool. The couple will live in
New York City.

Levin/Liebergall
Susan M. Levin, daughter of Char-

lotte S. Levin of Wilmington, and the
late Dr. Jules S. Levin, was married
Sunday, August 12, to Dr. David A.
Liebergall, son of Dr. and Mrs. Gor-
donS. Liebergall of Suffern, N.Y.
Rabbis David Wolpe and Leonard B.
Gewirtz co-officiated at Temple Har
Zion in Philadelphia.

Mrs. Liebergall, 24, and her hus-
band, 26, both graduated from the
University of Pennsylvania. She is a
second-year student at the Albert
Einstein College of Medicine, from
which the bridegroom received an
M.D. He is an intern at the Greenwich
Hospital.

Share your naches
in

The Jewish Voice

restaurant

Always the Freshest
and Finest Seafood

FISH • SHRIMP
CRABM EAT
SCALLOPS

LOBSTERS • CLAMS

TAKE OUT OR EAT IN
Fresh Seafood

Homemade Platters,
Sandwiches

Rister/Markiewitz

Mrs. Robert Michael Markiewitz

Mr. and Mrs. Charles B. Rister of
Walterboro, South Carolina, and Dr.
and Mrs. Kenneth H. Markiewitz of
Wilmington, Delaware, announce the
marriage of their children Kelly Denise
Rister and Robert Michael Markiewitz.
Rabbi Peter Grumbacher per-

formed the ceremony on July 14 at
the Air Force Base Chapel in Char-
leston, South Carolina. The recep-
tion was held at the Officers' Club.
The bride is a graduate of the

Calhoun Academy and received a
B.S. in Physical Therapy from the
Medical University of South Caro-
lina. She works for the Santara
Norfolk Hospital in Norfolk, Virginia.
The groom is a graduate of Tower

Hill School and Gratz Hebrew High
School. He received a B.S. in Busi-
ness from Ithaca College in Ithaca,
New York. He is a lieutenant, junior
grade, in the U.S. Navy and is sta-
tioned in Norfolk,Virginia.
The couple reside in Virginia

Beach, Virginia.

Zaret

Mr. and Mrs. Louis S. Zaret
Fran (Meirovitz) and Lou Zaret will

celebrate their 50th Wedding Anni-
versary on Saturday, August 25. They
were married in 1940 at Temple
Beth Emeth by Rabbi Henry Tavel,
of blessed memory, officiating. They
have been members of Temple Beth
Shalom since 1949.

The Zarets will be honored at
Shabbat services on August 25 at
Congregation Beth Shalom.

For the past nine years Lou has
been a member of the Board of
Directors of the Temple. He is a
member of The Men's Club of the
Temple, a member of Washington
Lodge #1, A.F. & A.M., an officer of

the Delaware Consistory and a
member of the Shriners Childrens
Hospital Committee of Nur Temple
Shrine.

Fran has been an active member
of the Wilmington Chapter of Nadas-
sah, past president of the Sabra Group
and for a number of years has been
Historian and member of the Chap-
ter Board.

Their children are Stephen, who
lives in Ft. Lee, N.J., and Marcia
Gordon of E. Brunswick, N.J. They
have four grandchildren, Scott and
Stephanie Zaret and Ashley and Tara
Gordon.
The Zarets reside at 8 Colony

Boulevard in Wilmington.

Rosen
Howard H. Simon, managing di-

rector of the accounting firm of
Simon, Master & Sidlow, P.A. has
announced that Jordon N. Rosen,
CPA, has been appointed as a direc-
tor in the firm.

Rosen's speciality is in the area of
tax and financial planning issues. His
memberships include: Delaware
Society of Certified Public Account-

ants, Pennsylvania Institute of Certi-
fied Public Accountants, and the
American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants (member of the tax
division). Rosen serves as treasurer
for the Estate Planning Council of
Delaware, member of Jewish Com-
munity Center's budget and finance
committee, and board member of
the Jewish Family Service of Dela-
ware.

Solomon

On June 8 a dinner was held at
Congregation Beth Sholom in Dover,
to honor Mr. and Mrs. Sanford Solo-
mon for their "many years of gener-
ous support to the synagogue, to
Israel bonds, and to many other
worthy Jewish causes." Scheduled
with the dinner was a dedication of a
new granite signpost for the syna-
gogue presented by the Solomons.
The symbol on the sign is the ancient
depiction of the travelling ark and the
citation from I Kings 8:13: "Bano
Vaneetee bayt zivul lach. I have
surely built thee a house of habita-
tion, a place for thee to dwell in
forever."

Rabbi Moshe V. Goldblum, in his
services that evening, noted the I
Kings passage by Solomon and
commented on its aptness for us
today. "These are the words used by
King Solomon when he dedicated
the First Temple to the Divine in the
presence of all of the people. The
king chose the holiday of Suldcot to
make this dedication for this was the
time when all of the people made
pilgrimages to Jerusalem to worship
the Divine in unity.
The moveable ark, which is a

symbol of the early synagogue, stems
from a period in which the syna-
gogue was a much more open build-
ing. The Torah was brought into the
synagogue in this moveable ark only
during the time of the service and
then removed at the conclusion of
the prayers. The moveable art is
symbolic of the moveable synagogue
which accompanied the Jewish
people as they wandered from coun-
try to country and from one century
to the next."

Mersky
Widener University Associate

Professor Ronald L. Mersky has been
selected as recipient of the Edmund
Friedman Young Engineer Award
for Professional Achievement by the
American Society of Civil Engineers
(ASCE).

Mersky, of Wilmington, Del., will
receive the award at a ceremony in
San Francisco this November.

Selection for the award is based
upon service to the advancement of
engineering; evidence of technical
competence, high character and in-
tegrity; leadership in the develop-
ment of younger member attitudes
toward the profession; contributions
to public service outside of the
candidate's professional career; and
other evidence of merit which ad-
vances the society's objectives. No
one may receive the award more
than once.

Mersky joined Widener's School
of Engineering faculty in 1984 as an
assistant professor. He was promoted
to associated professor of civil engi-
neering in 1990. As a registered
professional engineer in Pennsylva-
nia, Mersky's activities have centered
in his work with solid waste manage-
ment and recycling. His publications
have appeared in the Journal of
Resource Management and Tech-
nology, Waste Management and
Research, Public Works, Resource
Management and Optimization,
and Resource Recycling. He has
also assisted local communities, busi-
nesses, and foreign governments in
establishing solid waste management
programs.

ORT holiday
flower sale
The Brandywine Chapter of

Women's American ORT, together
with Breger Flowers of Wilmington,
selling floral centerpieces to grace
the home of Rosh Hashanah. Orders
are being taken for round, oval and
long arrangements in a variety of
colors. Orders will be delivered to the
designated addresses by 5 p.m. on
Wednesday, September 19. For more
information, call Sandy at 475-6302.

ORT board
The Brandywine Chapter of

Women's American ORT has an-
nounced its list of incoming officers.
Michelle Engelmann and Connie
Sugarman will serve as co-presidents.
Vice Presidents are Eileen Forman,
Debby Jacobson, Judy Rosenberg,
Ruth Rosenberg and Sylvia Wag-
man. Other officers include: Sandy
McBride - Executive Advisor; Jill Lock
- Treasurer; Estelle Greenberg - Fi-
nancial Secretary; Marty Hill - Corre-
sponding Secretary; and Anne Bar-
nas and Jane Siegel - Recording
Secretaries.

AKSE brunch
The Adas Kodesch She! Emeth

Sisterhood will hold a "Welcome
Brunch" in the synagogue's Social
Hall on Sunday, September 16. This
event, which is open to the entire
community, is planned as an intro-
duction for prospective Sisterhood
members and the plans for the up-
coming year will be outlines.

Reservations should be made by
September 5 and may be made by
calling Eileen Cohen 478-1815. Cost
for the brunch is $2.

Forget-Me-Not
Ball scheduled
The Forget-Me-Not Ball, spon-

sored by the Auxiliary of the Milton
and Hattie Kutz Home, will take
place on Saturday evening, October
13. The event is to be held at the
Gold Ballroom of the Hotel DuPont
and will benefit the Kutz Home, an
82 bed long-term skilled care nursing
facility.
The dinner dance will begin at 7

p.m. Dancing will be to the music of
Harriet Fay and Her Orchestra. The
cost of the Forget-Me-Not Ball is
$200 per couple for sponsors, $250
per couple for patrons, $300 per
couple for benefactors and $500 per
couple for the gold circle. Anyone
interested in receiving an invitation
may contact Ronna Hochman at 764-
1362.
Most of the proceeds from this

year's Forget-Me-Not Ball will go
directly to the Home to be used for
operating expenses; the remainder
will go to the Auxiliary's ongoing
refurbishment program at the Home.
Co-chairs of this year's event are
Ethel Parsons and Jean Blumenfeld.

Signed
services

Congregation Beth Emeth
has announced that there will
be a sign language interpreter at
services on Saturday, Septem-
ber 8, at 11 a.m.
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Danny Siegel to be Beth Shalom's
scholar in residence, Sept. 14-16

Danny Siegel

The Board of Trustees of the Rabbi
Jacob Kraft Educational Foundation
cordially has announced the second
annual program held in memory of
Rabbi Jacob Kraft at Beth Shalom,
18th Street and Baynard Boulevard.
The program this year will be held on
Friday, Saturday and Sunday, Sep-
tember 14, 15 and 16, and the
scholar-in-residence will be Danny
Siegel, nationally known author and
lecturer. He has written numerous
books, articles and poems, including
"Gym Shoes and Irises," "Where
Heaven and Earth Touch" and "And
God Braided Eve's Hair."
The program is open to the entire

community. The weekend will begin
with a Family Shabbat dinner on
Friday evening and Siegel will deliver
the sermon, "What Do Paul New-
man and Bruce Springsteen Know
about Mitzvahs that We Don't Know
- Real Live Mitzvah Heroes." On

Shabbat morning, Siegel will give the
D'var Torah titled, "Jewish 'Jewish'
Values for Ourselves and Our Fami-
lies." A luncheon will follow services.
On Saturday evening, which is

Selichot, a reception will be held at 9
p.m. followed by Siegel's lecture at
10 p.m., "116 Practical Mitzvah
Suggestions." The Selichot service
will follow at 11 p.m.

On Sunday morning at 10 a.m., a
continental breakfast will be held at
the J.C.C., followed by Siegel's final
lecture, "Tzedakah Projects - Start-
ing Right Now." Al! religious school
children and their parents are invited
to this program.

All of the lectures are free and
open to the public. There are charges
for the dinner, luncheon and break-
fast. Call the Beth Shalom office,
654-4462, for more information and
reservations.

Jewish War Veterans to meet
The three Delaware Posts of the

Jewish War Veterans will meet jointly
at 8 p.m., September 10, at the
B'nai B'rith House, 8000 Society
Drive, in Claymont. All veterans or
others with an interest in veterans'
affairs are urged to attend.
A special invitation is extended to

Korean and Viet Nam veterans to
attend this meeting, get acquainted
with and participate in the activities
of this oldest U.S. Veterans service
organization.
JWV interests and concerns cover

a wide spectrum of matters of impor- is: Israel Weiner, Commander -
tance to all citizens, as well as to Department of Delaware, JWV;
veterans. Such issues as American Harry Lubin, Commander - Harty
foreign policy, defense posture and Fineman Post 525; Sam Braxman,
national security, civil rights and Commander - Nathan Balick Post
public, as well as veterans welfare, 747; Sam Geller, Commander -
are vigorously addressed. Bigotry of Arthur Blatman Post 767; Ralph
any kind, as well as anti-Semitism, is Safran, Quartermaster; Seymour
aggressively countered. Patriotic, Donner, Adjutant; and Cantor Nor-
religious, local community, charitable man Swerling, Chaplain.
and Israel and Judaic-value suppor- Information and application forms
tive activities and programs com- may be obtained from Israel Weiner
prise the JWV agenda. (764-2120) or Harry Lubin (475-
The newly-elected slate of officers 6521).

Kutz Auxiliary elects officers
The Board of the Milton & Hattie

Kutz Home Auxiliary recently elected
Louise Sloane its president for 1990-
91. Sloane, a native of Boston, has
lived in Delaware for 23 years. She
has served on the Board of the
Auxiliary for several years. In addi
tion to her responsibilities in the
Auxiliary, Sloane continues to work
at Winterthur where she has been a
senior docent for 16 years.
At her installation, immediate past

president Shelly Mand spoke of
Sloane's involvement in Auxiliary
activities and her "interest in and
concern for the welfare of each resi-
dent of the Home." Sloane received
a gift of "Forget-Me-Not" flower seeds
accompanied by this statement: "May
the Auxiliary, under your leadership,
grow and flourish as we know these
flowers will under your care."
Other officers elected include Vice-

Presidents Gail Glazar and Ethel
Parsons; Corresponding Secretary,
Suzy Hefter; Recording Secretary,
Ethel Engel; Financial Secretary,

Selma Sietz; and Treasurer, Harry
Wolpert. Adele Ross was appointed
Membership Chairperson.
Over the summer months Auxil-

iary members have been involved in
working on plans for the annual Kutz

Home Gala, the "Forget-Me-Not Ball"
and its program book as well as
developing plans for the refurbishing
of the day room in the Alzheimer's
Wing. This work should be com-
pleted by early September.

PHILIP BERGER
Associate Broker

Welcher(
Realtors

OFF.: 302-478-3800
RES.: 302-764-8384

Professional, competent real estate service since 1969
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Former IDF
head to speak
Joshua Sagui, a member of the

Israeli Knesset and former Head of
Intelligence for the Israeli Defense
Forces will discuss recent develop-
ments in the Middle East Tuesday,
August 21, at 8:30 p.m. at Kesher
Israel Synagogue, 412 Lombard
Street in Philadelphia. The program,
sponsored by B'nai B'rith District 3,
is open to the public and there is no
charge to attend.
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'Introduction to Judaism'
class to begin

Rabbis Peter H. Grumbacher, David Kaplan, Sarah Messinger, and
Herbert Yoskowitz have announced that the "Introduction to Judaism"
class for 1990-1991 will begin with an orientation session on Tuesday,
September 25, promptly at 7:30 p.m. at Congregation Beth Shalom,
18th Street and Baynard Blvd. Enter at the main entrance of the
synagogue.

This class which runs from October through April is designed for those
persons interested in conversion to Judaism or those in a relationship
with a Jewish person who are interested in learning more about all
aspects of Judaism. It is requested that before the orientation begins
those considering joining the class contact one of the rabbis because a
sponsoring rabbi is required for graduation from the program.

Fees and schedule will be discussed at the orientation session and a
book list will be made available. If you have any questions, contact Rabbi
Grumbacher (764-2393), Rabbi Kaplan (366-8330), Rabbi Messinger
(762-5858), or Rabbi Yoskowitz (654-4462) as soon as possible.

AKSE lecture series
Adas Kodesch Shel Emeth Con-

gregation has announced the renewal
of its free lecture series for the com-
ing year. The first speaker in this
year's series of programs will be Dr.
Alan M. Manus, D.O., who will dis-
cuss the topic of "Brit Milah" at 8
p.m. on Thursday, September 6.
Manus is a physician based on

nearby Turnersville, New Jersey,
whose practice is limited to obstetrics
and gynecology. A 1974 graduate of
Kansas City College of Osteopathic
Medicine, he has been in practice for
the past 11 years.

In addition to his medical training,
Manus was one of a group of 25

physicians selected by the Jewish
Theological Seminary last fall for
training and certification as a Mohel.
This training consisted of an inten-
sive course of study in the history,
customs and law of Brit Milah.
Manus will talk about his training

as well as what motivated him to
become a Mohel. In addition, he will
review the history of the importance
of Brit Milah and the procedures
involved, including a discussion of
the roles played by the various par-
ticipants in the ceremony as well as
care for the baby. Written materials
will also be made available.
The lecture is free and open to the

public. A question and answer period
will follow. The lecture will start at 8
p.m. on Thursday, September 6,
and will be held in the Social Hall of
Congregation Adas Kodesch Shel
Emeth, located at Torah Drive and
Washington Street Extension.

Oliant2 cljou
We would like to thank all of our friends, rela-
tives and Rabbi P.H. Grumbacher for their
prayers, contributions, cards and well wishes
during Cal's recent heart surgery. Your kind-
nesses and thoughtfulness helped Cal and he
is now on the way to full recovery.

The Fischel family

WSW
(LIQUOR MAR)7 

DELAWARE'S LARGEST AND
MOST COMPLETE LIQUOR STORE

"SEEING IS BELIEVING"
You Must See Kreston Liquor Mart To Believe

The Vast Selection And Low Prices

Full line
of Kosher
wines

A TOUR OF OUR
WINE CELLAR
IS UREA TRIP
AROUND THE
WORLD

904 Concord Avenue Phone:
(Concord Avenue & Broom Street) 652-3792

Major Credit Cards & MAC Accepted
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September YJAD calendar set
The Young Jewish Adults of Dela-

ware (for singles 21-35) has planned
several activities for September. Call
the JCC at (302) 478-5660 to be
included on the mailing list for their
monthly newsletter.

On Wednesday, September 5, 12
and 26, the YJAD will play coed
volleyball, in the Jewish Community
Center gymnasium beginning at 6
p.m. Games are non-competitive and
there is a $1 fee for those who are
not members of the JCC. For more
information call Mike Schwartz at
798-8501.

On Thursday, September 13, the
YJAD will dine and dance at the Air
Transport Command in New Castle.
Cocktails will begin at 6 p.m.; dinner
and dancing will follow at 7 p.m.
ATC is on Route 13, just south of the
Wilmington Airport . Reservations are
not required. Contact Annie Jami-
son at 888-2338 or Ron Grosz at
762-7411 for more information.

On Tuesday, September 25, at
7:15 p.m., the YJAD will hold its
Chavurah discussion on "A Clean
Slate — Starting Anew for the New
Year" at the home of Michael Sig-

man, in Claymont. Chavurah is a
gathering of 15 to 20 people for a
friendly and stimulating discussion of
current topics. For directions, call
Mike at 798-7404.
On Sunday, September 30, the

YJAD will have a brunch and take a
Museum Tour. At noon, members
will meet at Kid Shelleen's Restau-
rant (14th and Scott Sts., Wilming-
ton) for brunch. A one-hour tour of
the Delaware Art Museum (2301
Kentmere Pkwy.) will follow at 2
p.m. Reservations are required by
September 28 and may be made by
calling Mike Schwartz at 798-8501.

Beth Sholom hosts Soviet immigrants
On Sunday, July 29, a chartered

bus left the Wilmington JCC carrying
31 Russian emigres to Dover where
they assembled at Legislative Hall to
begin a tour of Dover conducted by
Dr. and Mrs. Howard Row and D.
Jones. The legislature and legislative
process were described and other
key points of Dover, including Christ
Church and The Green, were visited.
Following the tour, the group was
entertained at a picnic held in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Ernst Danne-
mann.

Many members of Congregation
Beth Sholom participated in wel-
coming the Russians to lower Dela-
ware. Besides the Dannemanns, these
include: Helen Berman, Judy Haiduk,

Lee and Meriam Moyer, Sue and
Chazz Salkin, Anne and Lew Gor-
don, Dr. and Mrs. Keith Merlin, Ethel
Barros, Mr. and Mrs. William Dubin,
Miriam Mersky, Nancy Escobar,
Blanka Falek, and Dr. and Mrs. Malvin

Gelof. Another contributor of the
event was the Jewish Federation of
Delaware, whose programming grant
to lower Delaware was the means for
providing the transportation and the
professional tour.

Grumbachers planning Israel trip
Rabbi Peter and Suzy Grumbacher is $2000 which will include all land

are planning another tour of Israel and air arrangements. Accommoda-

during the summer of 1991. Open to tions will include five-star or deluxe

the entire community, the tentative hotels and travel in air-conditioned

dates for the tour are Sunday, August buses. Children are welcome to par-

4, through Sunday, August 18. ticipate.
An organizational meeting is For more information, call the Beth

planned for October. The focus of Emeth office at 764-2393 or the

the trip will be determined by the Grumbachers' home at 764-8050.

interests of the participants. Leave name, address and phone

The approximate cost for the tour number.

Nat'l Havurah Institute
attracts Delawareans

The National Havtirah Committee
Summer Institute was held at Harcum
Junior College in Bryn Mawr, Penn-
sylvania, from August 6 through 12.
Attendance is open to the entire
community. According to Barry Sei-
del of Newark, there were approxi-
mately 270 adults and 30 children
and teenagers participating in this
year's Institute. Seidel was one of
several members of the Delaware
Jewish community who attended the
Institute.

"It was a week of learning, daven-
ing — much of it in the Havurah
style, kosher dairy food and making
new friends. The Institute," accord-
ing to Seidel, "makes special efforts
in this regard."

Other activities, he noted, included
renewing old friendships, an auction,
a kehillah (community discussion and

debate) on the subject of matrilineal
descent, ldezmer music and a num-
ber of workshops.

Some of the courses given included:
Using Steinsaltz' Talmud for year-
long study; the Akedah in the Bible
and Midrash; the mysticism of Maimo-
nides; "Not-So-Nice Jewish Fami-
lies;" Rabbi Nahman of Bratslav; how
to study Midrash; Eliezer ben Hyrca-
nus; and the image of the Jew in the
motion picture.
Workshops included: chanting

Haftorah; crocheting kippot; prob-
lem-based education; and Judaism
and Ecology.

Also part of the Institute are dis-
plays of Jewish books, handcrafts,
music and learning materials.

For more information on the 1991
Institute, write to the National Havu-
rah Committee, 441 West Carpen-
ter Lane, Philadelphia, PA 19119.

The next deadline for
material for The Voice

is FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 7

Lawmakers
Continued from 1

ship contrasts so sharply with what we see
throughout that region."

But D'Amato and Specter suggested that a
scenario more likely than any U.S. policy
change might be one in which Saudi Arabia
and Israel draw closer together. In explaining
such a scenario, D'Amato said both countries
realize they "are open to attack" from Iraq.
"The Saudis recognize it as a long-term

advantage to have an Israel that is strong to
deal with the radicals, who have no love for
them," D'Amato added.

Specter said he thinks that "with Iraq's
action," there could "be a response by the rest
of the Arab world to come closer to the United
States and, perhaps inferentially, to Israel, But
he added, "it's hard to predict what the Arab
nations will do next."
On the arms front, Frank said the Iraqi

invasion of Kuwait will have mixed implica-
tions for future U.S. sales to Arab countries.
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It "probably strengthens the Saudis," he
said. But he added that the incursion creates a
new burden on smaller Arab states trying to
defend the wisdom of U.S. sales.
"You better be careful, because weapons

you sell to regime 'X' may end up next week in
the hands of regime 'X minus'," Frank said.

Levine refused to spell out under what
condition he would support future sales to
Saudi Arabia, short of having U.S. troops in
the kingdom. He said the kingdom needs to
agree on the need to "rely on combined
forces," but Levine declined to call for a mutual
defense treaty.
D'Amato predicted that Congress will sup-

port sales of a range of weapons systems to the
Saudis, "given their land mass," which makes
swift capture by Iraq unlikely.
He called on the United States to work

toward a "mutual security" pact with Persian
Gulf states or an agreement that stipulates that
"the whole world will come to the defense of
those countries."

Arms build up
Continued from 1

to U.S. interests in the Middle East no longer
is seen as menacing and Israel's support is
avoided in an inter-Arab problem.
U.S. military support also may be drastically

reduced to Israel while it is being funneled to
Arab countries in highly increased quantities
and perhaps secretly. Egypt which had ac-
quired before the Gulf crisis a thousand tanks
declared surplus by the U.S. in Europe is now
being supplied reportedly with a billion dollars
in equipment above the assistance given under
the foreign aid program. Vast quantities of
armaments also are being hurried to Saudi

Arabia which is being sold an additional $4
billion in weaponry and services that Congress
in June decided not to oppose.
The Pentagon has made known that it is

within the law for it to provide arms to an ally
in secret. Spokesman Louis Williams told

reporters August 16 that if a sale provides an
assessment of an ally's tested capabilities we
are permitted by law to withhold release of
information of that sale to the public. The sale
will be classified but Congress notification will
still be made."
Thus, while U.S. weaponry is going to

Israel's neighbors that appears certain to break
down Israel's qualitative edge against a com-
bined Arab armed assault, the Pentagon has
confirmed that there is no acceleration of arms
in the pipeline to Israeli.
The imperative that appeared so dominant

in the Bush Administration's policy for accel-
eration of the Israeli-Palestinian situation in the
peace process" therefore, is regarded as hardly

bearing the importance it had up to the begin-
ning of August. However, it is noted, what may
happen in the coming weeks is too uncertain
for forecasting what the Baker-Levy agenda
may be as summer nears its end.

Jewish groups praise Pravda for reporting anti-Semitism

By ALLISON KAPLAN
NEW YORK (JTA)— Soviet Jewry

advocacy groups have welcomed an
article published last month in Pravda,
the Communist Party organ, which
denounced growing anti-Semitism
and warned of the danger it poses to
the well-being of Soviet society.
The mass emigration of Soviet

Jews demonstrates that "the fear of
pogroms is acquiring the scale of
panic," said the Pravda article by
historian Sergei Rogov, according to
a translation by the Los Angeles
Times.

"I think it is a hopeful sign and an
indication that the recent conversa-
tions between President Bush and
President Gorbachev regarding anti-

Semitism are bearing fruit," Martin
Wenick, executive director of the
National Conference on Soviet Jewry,
said of the article.
The Pravda article "is evidence

that anti-Semitism in the Soviet Union
is as severe as we've been saying,"
said Pamela Cohen, national presi-
dent of the Union of Councils for
Soviet Jews. The article said anti-
Semitism is not only a threat to Jews
but is also destructive to Gorbachev's
attempt at perestroika, the restruc-
turing of Soviet society and the So-
viet economy.
"This unprecedented anti-Semi-

tism is of great concern, because we
face an attempt to disrupt the proc-
ess of social consolidation. A law-

based state must protect people of
every nationality," the article said.
The publication of the article is

being viewed as unprecedented public
acknowledgement of the problem of
anti-Semitism by the Communist
Party leadership, which has been
reluctant to address the "Jewish
question."
"This may be Gorbachev's way of

addressing the problem without di-
rectly making a statement," said
Cohen of the Union of Councils.
Though it spoke out strongly

against anti-Semitism, the Pravda
article said that outlawing it outright
would not be a democratic solution.
The Soviet and American Jewish
communities have been pushing for

the Soviet government to take action
against extremist anti-Semitic groups.

A statement issued by the Anti-
Defamation League of B'nai B'rith
praised the Pravda article, but called
upon the Gorbachev government to
implement immediate follow-up
action assuring Soviet Jews that their
security is safeguarded."

Wenick of the National Confer-
ence also said he hoped "words would
turn into actual deeds." He noted
that the news agency Interfax had
reported on the opening of the trial
of a man who allegedly participated
in an anti-Semitic raid on the Writers

Union building in Moscow, in which
racial slurs were shouted.
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Right to die
Continued from 3

woman who miraculously revived after life
support had been removed by court order. Her
sister had told the court that the woman had
once said that she wanted no artificial life
support. When asked what she would have
done if consulted, the revived woman said "of
course, I want to live!"
There seems to be a groundswell of support

today for the "right to die." Unfortunately,
enthusiasm for a quick solution to this exceed-
ingly complicated problem has already begun
to blur the difference between the "right to die"
and the right to kill. Initiative 119 in Washing-
ton State provides not only for the withdrawal
of feeding tubes and respirators, but also al-
lows doctors to "end the life of a person who,
in the opinion of two physicians, has less than
six months to live." All a person need do at the
time of diagnosis is put in writing that he or she
wishes to die immediately. It is mind-numbing
to discover that, according to New York Times/
CBS News poll, more than 50 percent of

Americans agree with the recommendations
of this law.
People don't want to become a burden to

others; people don't want to have the burden
of watching a loved one wither away; they
don't want to face the pain and suffering of
their own slow death. But where is the line
between the "right to die" and what Jewish
medical ethics expert Rabbi David Feldman
has called "the responsibility to die?"
As a result of the Supreme Court decision in

the Cruzan case, anyone not leaving a "living
will" will likely be considered irresponsible.
Anyone leaving a will which asks that all
available means of life support be used, might
be considered selfish. Will our society be far
from making older people feel that it is their
obligation to die at a certain point, even if in
good health? Mrs. Adkins, who had just been
diagnosed with Alzheimer's disease, which is
not terminal, though it clearly diminishes the
quality of life, took her own life using a suicide

Speaking 'Jewish'
Continued from 3

reflective language recede to the background.
Most of us do not have the education re-

quired to "speak a good Jewish." We need to
learn some Hebrew, some Bible, some tradi-
tion, some history, even some Yiddish. Per-
haps more than all of these, we need to find a
framework that will help us put it all together:
a good Jewish liberal education, presented on
a level that an intelligent layman could under-
stand and appreciate. If Jewishness is a lan-
guage, we need a literacy campaign!
We also need to say a word about why we are

so committed to this language. We are not so
foolish or naive to claim that it is the most
beautiful language in the world. Nor do most of
us think any more that it is the language given

us by God, at least not in an exclusive sense.
We rather love this language simply because

it is Ours: It is the way the Jewish people has
talked to itself and to its God for longer than
any of us can remember. Speaking it makes us
more human as it makes us more ourselves.
Some of us do indeed see a divine element

in all of that, but in a rather subtle and elusive
way. Jewishness is the language our heart
speaks best, and the more we know of it, the
more our heart is allowed to speak.
"And everything in the world has a heart," as

a certain famous rabbi used to say. But there I
go speaking Jewish again.
(Rabbi Arthur Green is president of the

Reconstructionist Rabbinical College in
Wvncote.)

•
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machine while she was still vigorous. Will this
tragic figure ultimately become a model?

While it would be possible in secular society
for a suicide machine or a euthanasia bill like
initiative 119 to become acceptable over time,
it cannot happen in traditional Judaism. Tradi-
tional Judaism tells us unequivocally that eu
thanasia, including suicide, is forbidden. Human
beings do not give life, it is not theirs to take
away.
Yet the question remains: Are we required

to use all means available to artificially prolong
a life so diminished in quality that it is really just
prolonging death?

Traditional Judaism provides pragmatic as
well as spiritual guidance in these matters. It
will consider for instance, the diminished quality
of life of a person in a persistent vegetative
state. It will consider the difference between a
feeding tube and a respirator. In cases with no
hope of survival, the former is still required
while the latter may not be. Jewish law also
makes a distinction between a decision to
connect someone to a respirator, from that of
turning it off after intubation. Except for the
prohibition of euthanasia, these guidelines are
not absolute and no decision should be made
without discussing the specifics of the case
with a rabbi versed in Jewish medical ethics.
No one should face such decisions alone. No

one should have to bear total responsibility for
the decision to turn life support on or off. Not
the dying and not those who will live on. These
are not issues for the courts alone. These are
not merely matters of personal choice. These
are religious questions of faith and spirit.

Religion and religious leaders must provide
the sensitive spiritual as well as practical guid-
ance that we all need when we deal with
approaching death. Religious responsibility
for life and death decisions must not be abro-
gated by the clergy lest life and death become
cheapened matters of personal choice and the
use of "suicide machines" become acceptable.
My sister-in-law was never connected to a

respirator. She died 24 hours after that deci-
sion was made. None of us will ever be happy

about having made that decision. We are at
peace with it, because it was made in the
context of more than 3000 years of Jewish
appreciation of the sacredness of life.

According to one study, 70 percent of those
reading these words will be faced with a similar
choice someday, either for themselves or for
another. If that day comes, consult with a rabbi
who is versed in Jewish medical ethics and law.
When thinking of your own future, consider

providing a living will, like the one created by
the Union for Traditional Judaism, which,
while leaving the decision to a designated
surrogate, also requires the decision to be
made according to the standards of Jewish law
and tradition. You will thereby relieve your
family of at least part of this trauma.

For the sake of our humanity and your own
soul, when the day comes, don't decide alone.
Lean on your tradition. That is its purpose.
(Rabbi Ronald D. Price is Executive Vice

President of the Union for Traditional Juda-
ism and Dean of the Institute of Traditional
Judaism

Editor's note: Those interested in re-
ceiving a copy of the UTJ Living Will
should write to the Union for Tradi-
tional Judaism, 261 East Lincoln
Avenue, Mount Vernon, NY 10552.
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Nifc unanDil s
Morris Levenberg

Morris Levenberg, deputy chief
magistrate of New Castle County,
died July 20 of cardiac complica-
tions in Christiana Hospital,
where he was a patient. He was
76.

Mr. Levenberg, of 306W. 37th
St., Wilmington, was appointed
magistrate in 1967 by Gov.
Charles L. Terry Jr. Although he
started as a printer and once
owned the Wilmington Printing
Co., he developed an interest in
fighting crime.
Mr. Levenberg was appointed

to four-year terms by governors
Russell W. Peterson, Sherman
W. Tribbitt, and twice by Pierre
S. du Pont IV. He was appointed
to his latest term early this year by
Gov. Castle.
He was named chief magis-

trate by Chief Justice Daniel L.
Herrmann in 1974 and was
continued as a deputy chief
magistrate by Norman Barron,
who was chief magistrate until
1988. In 1988, he was selected
by the National Judges Associa-
tion as one of three outstanding
non-lawyer judges in the nation.
He was chairman of the national
association's legislative commit-
tee.
He ran for state senator unsuc-

cessfully in 1964 and 1966 as a
Republican.
A Wilmington native, Mr.

Levenberg participated for many
years in local amateur theater
and was active in Temple Beth
Emeth Brotherhood and Anti-
Defamation League of B'nai
B'rith. He was a member of B'nai
B'rith and taught Sunday school
for many years at the temple. In
1940, he was an advisor to AZA,
a young men's organization of
B'nai B'rith. He was a member
and former president of the
Jewish Historical Society.

In the 1940s and 1950s he
organized an all-black theatrical
group, the Walnut Street YMCA
players, his daughter said.

He was a graduate of Wilming-
ton High School and received a
bachelor's degree in criminal
justice from the University of
Delaware in 1981.
He is survived by his wife,

Marion Samet Levenberg; a son,
Benjamin Frank of Newark; a
daughter, Fredda Samet Pennock
of Kennett Square, Pa.; a sister,
Jeanne Sackrnan of Margate,
N.J.; and two grandchildren.

Instead of flowers, the family
suggests contributions to Temple
Beth Emeth, or American Heart
Association, Wilmington.

Jeanette Podolsky
Jeanette Podolsky of 514 W.

38th Street, Wilmington, died on
July 25.

Mrs. Podolsky was the widow
of Max Podolsky. She is survived
by a daughter, Rochelle (Shelley)
Kristol of Scarsdale, N.Y.; a son,
Arthur Podolsky of Wilmington;
and four grandchildren.

Arrangements were made by
the Schoenberg Memorial
Chapel.
In lieu of flowers, the family

suggests contributions to either
the Deborah Heart and Lung
Foundation, c/o Edith Steinberg,
1403 Shallcross Ave., Wilming-
ton, DE 19806, or the American
Diabetes Association, 2713
Lancaster Ave., Wilmington, DE
19805.

Beatrice Sheiker
Beatrice Sheiker, 80, of 1800

N. Broom St., Electra Arms,
Wilmington, died July 28 of res-
piratory failure in St. Francis
Hospital.

Mrs. Sheiker was a member of
Congregation Beth Shalom.
She is survived by her hus-

band, Solon; a son, Bruce R. of
Wilmington; a daughter, Phyllis
Friedman of Sarasota, Fla.; a
brother, Sam Hauser of Brooklyn,
N.Y.; two sisters, Faye Sadowsky
of Florida and Rose York of Cali-
fornia; six grandchildren and two
great-grandchildren.

(—ALAN GOLD BOB GOLD
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Instead of flowers, the family
suggests contributions to The Kutz
Home, Wilmington.

Sara Groland
Sara "Sunny" Groland, 80, of

8411 Society Drive, Claymont,
died July 30 of heart failure in
Christiana Hospital, where she
had been a patient since under-
going heart surgery.

Mrs. Groland was a bookkeeper
at companies in New York and
Florida until retiring in 1970.
She was a member of Congre-

gation Beth Emeth; Temple Beth
El in Spring Valley, N.Y.; Debo-
rah Heart and Lung Foundation;
Jewish Community Center Sen-
ior Center; and Parkinson's dis-
ease support group. She was a
life president of Spring Valley
Chapter of Hadassah, and a vol-
unteer at the Kutz Home.
Her husband, Arthur, died in

1984. Surviving are a son, Gor-
don H. of Boulder, Colo.; a daugh-
ter, Riki Applebaum, of Wilming-
ton; a sister, Anne Shiff man of
Miami; and five grandchildren.
Arrangements were made by

the Schoenberg Memorial
Chapel.

Instead of flowers, the family
suggests contributions to Debo-
rah Heart and Lung Foundation.

Rachael Besso
Rachael Besso, 56, of Wilming-

ton, died August 5 of cancer at
home.

Mrs. Besso had been an ad-
ministrative assistant at Riverside
Hospital. She was a member of
Hadassah.
She is survived by two sons,

Robert N. Sadoff of Newport
News, Va., and Mitchell J. Sadoff
of Baltimore; two daughters,
Barbara L. Sadoff of Newark and
Karen M. Sadoff of Wilmington;
her father, Morris Besso of New
York; and two sisters, Harriett
Goldman of Suffern, N.Y., and
Reba Appleson of Manhattan,
N.Y.
Arrangements were made by

the Schoenberg Memorial
Chapel.

Instead of flowers, the family
suggests contributions to Hadas-
sah, care of Judy Steibel, 6 De-
von Court, Wilmington, 19810.

Norman H. Bragar
Norman H. Bragar, 67, of

Summit, New Jersey, died Au-
gust 5. Born in Long Branch,
New Jersey, he lived in Newark
and Springfield before moving to
Summit 35 years ago.

Mr. Bragar attended Newark
College of Engineering. He gradu-
ated from Cornell University, with
a BS degree and received his
MBA from Stevens Institute of
Technology, Hoboken.
He was the founder and presi-

dent of the Norman Bragar
Company, Newark, a design
engineering firm founded in
1952.
He was the holder of several

engineering patents and was a
member of the Institute of Electri-
cal and Electronics Engineers.
Mr. Bragar was a member of

The Instrument Society of Amer-
ica and served on the board of
trustees of the Catholic Commu-
nity Services of Union. He was a
past president of Temple Sinai in
Summit. Mr. Bragar also served
in the Navy Submarine Corps
during World War 11.
He is survived by two daugh-

ters, Eleanor Weinglass of
Wilmington and Joan Bragar of
Brookline, MA; a son, Robert of
Silver Spring, MD; and three
grandchildren.

Walter S. Baer
Walter S. Baer, 86, of the Kutz

Home, 704 River Road, died
there Monday, August 13, of
heart failure.
Mr. Baer formerly owned

Baer's Shoe Store at 623 King
Street, Wilmington. He retired
in1979. He took pride in the title
of "mayor of King Street."
He was a member of Adas

Kodesch Shel Emeth Congrega-
tion, member and former finan-
cial secretary of the Montefiore
Mutual Benefit Society, and a
member of B'nai B'rith Lodge
#470 where he served in the
office of Guardian of the Lodge
for 40 years.
As financial secretary of Mon-

tef lore, his dedication to duty and
attention to detail in financial
management established the
strong financial base the organi-
zationuses to this day to benefit
the community. In recognition of
his efforts,Montefiore is antici-
pating naming its annual grant
program,the Walter S. Baer
Memorial Fund.
Mr. Baer, seeing the need for

senior citizen housing, was a
prime mover in the establishment
of the B'nai B'rith House in Clay-
mont. He tenaciously pursued
federal funds, toured the entire
East Coast to review similar
housing programs, and inspired
fellow B'nai B'rith members to
continue the dream until it was
realized.

For over 35 years, as part of a
B'nai B'rith program, he would
visit the patients of the Veterans
Administration Hospital in
Elsmere and would provide them
with many gifts such as personal
grooming items.

It was recently disclosed that
he would contribute generously,
mostly anonymously, to the as-
sistance of the needy.
Mr. Baer had no immediate

survivors.
Arrangements were made by

the Schoenberg Memorial
Chapel.

Instead of flowers, memorial
contributions are suggested to the
Kutz Home, 704 River Road,
Wilmington, DE 19809.

Etta Whiteman
Etta Whiteman, 89, of

Wilmington, died August 13.
Mrs. Whiteman was the widow

of Samuel Whiteman. She is
survived by her son, Alvin
Whiteman of Newark; a sister,
Anna Gertz of Philadelphia; and
two grandchildren and one great-
grandchild.

Arrangements were made by
the Schoenberg Memorial
Chapel.

Florence Golder
Florence Golder, 63, of 115

Compass Drive, Radnor Woods,
Claymont, died August 20 of
cancer at home.

Mrs. Golder, a bookkeeper at
Scott Hardware in Branmar Plaza
for 18 years, retired in1985. She
was a member of Congregation
Beth Emeth.
She is survived by her hus-

band, Donald D.; two sons, Bruce
M. of Annapolis and Jeffrey S. of
Lexington, S.C.; a daughter,
Maureen LaPorte of Fairfax; her
mother, Marie Frankel, and a
sister, Dorothy Blatt, both of
Wilmington; and six grandchil-
dren.

Instead of flowers, the family
suggests contributions to The Kutz
Home or Delaware Hospice Inc.,
Wilmington.

Maurice M. Goodman
Maurice M. Goodman, 82, of

Captains Deck, 7807 Governor
Printz Blvd., Claymont, and for-
merly of The Kutz Home,
Wilmington, died August 21 after
the car he was driving and a
pickup truck collided on Gover-
nor Printz Boulevard, state police
said.
He operated Majestic Food

Market, 2001 Market St., for 33
years, retiring in1981.
He was a member of the

Montefiore Mutual Benefit Soci-
ety and B'nai B'rith Lodge 470.

His wife, Pauline, died in No-
vember. He is survived by two
sons, David of Chadds Ford, Pa.,
and Robert of Wildwood Crest,
N.J.; two sisters, Ann Breslow
and Lillian Stillman, both of
Wilmington; and six grandchil-
dren.

Instead of flowers, the family
suggests contributions to The Kutz
Home, 704 River Road, Wilming-
ton, 19809.

Dr. Walter Schlaifman
Dr. Walter Schlaif man, 79, of

Rockford Park Condominiums,
Wilmington, died August 21 of a
heart attack at home.

Dr. Schlaif man practiced den-
tistry at 2625 Concord Ave. for
40 years, retiring 1n1981.
He was a member of Bran-

dywine Country Club, Delaware
Dental Society, and American
Dental Association. He was an
Army veteran of World War 11,
serving in the Dental Corps.
He graduated from Temple

School of Dentistry, Philadelphia.
His wife, Eleanor, died in 1989.

He is survived by two daughters,
Marilyn Klein of Cherry Hill, N.J.,
and Carol Ranalli of Fairfax; a
brother, Dr. David Slade of Bala
Cynwyd, Pa.; a sister, Beatrice
Godmilow of Philadelphia; and
three grandchildren.

Arrangements were made by
the Schoenberg Memorial
Chapel.

Instead of flowers, the family
suggests contributions to The Kutz
Home, 704 River Road, Wilming-
ton.
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Kidsplace program planned
to offer after-school variety

The Kidsplace after school child-
care program of the Jewish Commu-
nity Center is currently making plans
for the 1990-1991 school year. Open
to children in kindergarten through
sixth grade, the program offers a
variety of supervised activities includ-
ing sports, arts and crafts, dramatics
or homework. The Kidsplace pro-
gram is open only to members of the
JCC.
The program also offers a Jewish

atmosphere in which the Jewish
holidays are celebrated and a kosher
snack is served daily.

Kidsplace operates from Septem-
ber through June, Monday through
Friday. Transportation is also avail-
able from most area public and pri-
vate schools to the program. (This
service is provided based on suffi-
cient registration.) Students from
Albert Einstein Academy are escorted
to the program by Kidsplace staff.
Transportation to Hebrew schools is
also provided. There is an added fee
for these services.

Kidsplace features special pro-
grams when schools are out, school
vacation camps, special event days
and planned trips.

Children and parents can select
the days which the service is needed
by completing monthly calendars in
advance. The fee for Kidsplace is
$6.50 per day and school out days
are billed separately at $18 per day.
On days that school out programs
are offered, childcare before (7:45

a.m.) and after (up to 5:45 p.m.) will
be available. A yearly payment plan
has also been designed for full-time
Kidsplace children. This package
includes 171 days of after school
care, 28 school out days and/or
vacation camp days, snow days and

1
four half day programs
September calendars are available

at the JCC Front Desk and must be
returned with payment no later than
September 1. For additional infor-
mation on Kidsplace, contact Mindy
Jane Alten at 478-5660.

Contributory member
program established

The Board of Directors of the JCC
has developed a "Precious
Members.. Precious Metals" Con-
tributory Membership Program to
help the Center meet the needs of
the community, including its need for
scholarships and the support of Judaic
programs.
This program, chaired by JCC

President, Richard David Levin, and
immediate Past President, Martin I.
Lubaroff, enables members of the
JCC to upgrade their memberships
to a contributory status. These tax-
deductible contributions enable the
JCC to continue serving as a valuable
resource to the Jewish community
and to provide financial assistance to
families in need and to offer Judaic,
cultural, and educational enrichment
programs. "During the last few years,
it has been increasingly difficult for
the Center to maintain a balanced
budget, primarily due to increasing
expenses and the plateau of funding

Office experts since 1919
3rd & Market Streets
Wilmington. Delaware

(302) 655-7166

spry,,

PLANT TREES IN ISRAEL

our operational deficit from the
Jewish Federation of Delaware, the
United Way of Delaware and other
sources," said Levin. "Many of our
members, especially the "New
Americans" immigrating into our
community, single parent families
and families in distress, are unable to
pay the standard fees for various
programs and other support services
that the Center offers," he added.

Lubaroff urged participation in this
campaign, calling it "a marvelous
opportunity to show your support
and tohelp perpetuate the very pro-
grams that make the JCC such a
unique and multi-faceted force in the
lives of its members." The categories
in the contributory membership
program are Platinum -$1000, Gold
-$360 and Silver -$180. Last year's
Precious Metals.. Precious Members"
campaign was very successful with
30 JCC families participating and
over $11,000 raised to support
Judaic programs and to assist fami-
lies in need.
For more information about be-

coming a "Precious Member," con-
tact David Sorkin, JCC Executive
Director, at 478-5660. A special
plaque bearing the names of all
"Precious Members" is exhibited in
the lobby of the JCC.

Chamishes to chair sock-hop

Jean and Steve Chamish have been
named co-chairpersons of the "Sec-
ond Annual Sock-Hop" which is
scheduled for Saturday, November
3. Plans include the same disc jockey
who supplied music for last year's

event, Jerry Blavat — "The Geater
with the Heater."
Anyone interested in joining the

Sock-Hop Committee should con
tact Ruth Ann Kauffman at the JCC
at 478-5660.

Senior Center art show
Art works by members of the JCC

Senior Center will be on display in
the JCC Art Gallery from September
25 through October 3. Members of
the Friday morning art class will dis-
play their works on Monday, Sep-
tember 24, and will host an opening
reception for the public at 11 a.m. on
Tuesday, September 25. Art class

instructor, Connie Wahl, will serve as
curator of the show.

The public is invited to attend the
opening of the show and the recep
tion in the JCC Senior Lounge. For
additional information, contact Ray
Freschman, Senior Center Coordi-
nator at 478-5660

Intermarriage workshop
Interfaith marriages create unique

situations for couples and their
families., from wedding plans to
holiday celebrations, from raising
children to relating to parents, in-
laws and other relatives. A four ses-
sion workshop on intermarriage, co-
sponsored by Jewish Family Service
of Delaware and the Jewish Commu-
nity Center, will try to help families

Shofar-making workshop
From the days of Abraham, the

shofar has been an instrument for
gathering people together and now
has become a sign of holiday celebra-
tion. A special workshop, co-spon-
sored by Chabbad-Lubavitch of Dela-
ware and the JCC, will feature a
video presentation, the process of
selecting appropriate horns and a
"hands-on" demonstration of how to
make a shofar
To order a horn and register, call

the JCC at 478-5660 or Chabad at
478-4400. Cost of the horn is $25.
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FOR ALL OCCASIONS
Plant as Many Trees as You Wish

($7 Per Tree)
18 Trees
25 Trees
36 Trees
50 Trees

75 Trees = Arbor
100 Trees = Garden
300 Trees = Orchard
1000 Trees = Grove*

* DEDICATION CEREMONY IN ISRAEL AND A SPECIAL
PLAQUE IN THE FOREST IS INCLUDED

= Chai
= Cluster
= Double Chai
= Jubilee

CI Holiday Greetings
CI Birthday
LI Anniversary
O Bar/Bat Mitzvah
O Wedding
O Graduation
O In Honor
O In Memory
0 Get Well
O Good Wishes
0 New Baby
CI New Year
O Special Occasion
O In Gratitude
O Other

cope with the stresses these relation
ships can bring about and provide a
connection with Jewish life as well as
provide support for difficult situations.
The workshop sessions will be held

at 7:30 p.m. on Monday evenings,
November 12, 19, 26 and Decem-
ber 3 at the Jewish Community
Center. Each session will be facili -
tated by Ruth Kershner, LCSW. Some
topics will include "Getting to know
you and your concerns"; "The reli-
gious and ethnic traditions"; "Memo-
ries and beliefs you bring to your
relationship"; "Understanding and
dealing with differences"; "Handling
holidays and family celebrations";
"Children and the future", as well as
many other topics of interest to inter-
married couples and their families.
The cost of the four-session work-

shop is $10 per person or $20 per
couple and the deadline for registra-
tion is November 9. Registration
forms are available at the JCC front
desk and at the office of Jewish
Family Service. For additional infor-
mation call Jewish Family Service at
478-9411.

For more
information
on any

JCC program

478-5660
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Jewflolin PaAraily Germiles

By ARNOLD LIEBERMAN
Executive Director,

Jewish Family Service of DE
One of the categories by which we

define the major focus of our coun-
seling services, is labeled "Parent-
Child Relationships." Up until not
too many years ago, this category
represented relationship problems
between parents and their children
from birth through adolescence.
Today, it has become a whole differ-
ent story.
The majority of parent-child cases

that we now deal with involve par-
ents and their "adult children." We
are seeing these cases in a wide
variety of situations, but two scenar-
ios are most common. The first is
when adult children move back into
the parents' home, and the second is
when the possibility develops that
the parent may need to move into
the adult child's home.

Parents and/or children
What occurs in both cases is that

the "normal" parent-adult child rela-
tionship becomes distorted_ The
"normal" relationship calls for inde-
pendent parents and independent
adult children to establish a mature
adult-to-adult relationship. When
either party, for whatever reason,
becomes dependent on the other,
relationship problems become very
likely.

For some years now, adult chil-
dren seem to be moving back into
their parents' homes at an increased
rate. These cases are almost always
prompted by financial necessity, and
often involve grandchildren also.

The problem involves the child
moving back into his or her former
role in the parents' home, as seen by
the parents. This may conflict with
the child's position that he or she is
an adult, regardless of the roles or the
living arrangements. An example is a
parent's position that "since you are
living in my house, I have the right to
insist that you come home at a rea-
sonable hour," and the child's reac-
tion that "I'm 30 years old and have
the right to stay out as late as I
please."

When grandchildren are involved,
there is often conflict over who car-
ries the final maternal authority. This
can cause serious problems between
the mother and grandmother, and
can be very confusing to the grand-
child. It is not unusual to hear a
grandmother complain that "my

judgement was good enough to raise
you and now you suggest I don't
know enough to know what's best
for my grandchild."

The most complicated and poten-
tially disruptive situation occurs when
an elderly parent becomes signifi-
cantly dependent upon an adult child.
In at least some regard, the roles are
reversed, since we assume that the
dependent person in a parent-child
relationship is the child. However,
the dependent parents almost al-
ways have a difficult time accepting
this role and feel compelled to assert
themselves in any other way they
can. This, plus a myriad of emotional
factors on both sides that may go
back as far as early childhood, make
these situations potentially explosive.

The lack of understanding and
frustration that may result from the
above situation is typified in the fol-
lowing comment: "I'm killing myself
to keep my mother alive and not only
doesn't she appreciate what I'm
doing, she's treating me like dirt."

Most of these situations can be
helped. Through counseling, we are
;Inlay able to help people better
understand what is happening, and
how to cope with it. When the distor-
tions that occur can be identified, it
becomes much easier to develop
solutions that meet everyone's needs.
These are examples of conditions
that can be devastating if untreated,
but are also very treatable.
Why suffer needless stress, when

The
Quality

of
Light

MATTES
LIGHTING SERVICE
Signs
Interior & Exterior Lights
Parking Lot Lights

656-9933

Jewish Family Service is available to call to 478-9411 could do wonders
he you to reduce or eliminate it? A for your well-being.

Deur Ralchell
More on the theme of part-time mothers being able to have it all. I decided

to go on the "Mommy Track" at work when my son was born. It was
important to me and to my husband that he get the best care available, and
that meant me.
One of the things that stay-at-home mothers do is take their kids to

playgroups for socialization, for the benefit of both mothers and kids. I
participated in one this year, on the days when I was home. What began as
a great idea has deteriorated into nastiness and in fighting. I listen to criticisms
of working mothers and their "badly behaved" children all day. I've heard
working women make snide comments about the empty minds of full-time
mothers. Worst of all, I've begun to see discrimination against the children
of each group by the other. So-and-so is not considered for the playgroup
because her mother "wouldn't fit in." Her crime is working. Parents who used
to be friends are now socializing — and their kids are socializing — with their
-own kind." I hope you print this letter so people can see themselves and
reafize how ridiculous their behavior is.

Janus
Dear Janus,
"Mommy bashing mommy": what an ironic outcome of women's

newfound freedom to choose a lifestyle. The choice to work or to stay at
home with children involves so many frightening possibilities. Each
woman wants reassurance that she has made the right decision, so she
puts down her opposite number. As a part-time worker, you are in a
wonderful position to help others see that insecurity is the issue. Use your
credibility as a working mother to poi n tout that stay-at-home mothers are
not boring. Use your influence with the playgroup mothers to point out
that working mothers have mothering needs, and that all mothers have
more commonalities than differences.
The kids of both kinds of mothers love them. What better reassurance

can any mother ask?
Rachel

Send letters to "Rachel, do Jewish Family Service, 101 Garden of
Eden Rai, Wilmington, DE 19803." Names and details will be
albered in published letters to protect your privacy.

LITVAKS AND
GALITZIANE,RS

At The Kutz Home, there are people from all walks of life
living together in a truly warm, social atmosphere.
We believe in respect for the independence of our resi-
dents with supervised nursing care available if needed.

For a Jewish environment where the traditions are
observed, join your landsmen.

Call uslor more information.

THE MILTON & HATTIE KUTZ HOME, INC.

701 River Road • Wilmington. Delaware • (302) 764-7000
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Left-wing Knesset members, Palestinians,
meet but cannot agree on joint statement

JERUSALEM (JTA)— A group of
26 left-of-center Knesset members
and local Palestinian political figures
met here August 5 but were unable to
agree on a joint statement outlining
their position.
The meeting had some historic

precedence nevertheless, since it took
place at the Notre Dame Hotel, which
straddles the line between East and
West Jerusalem.

Arieh (Lava) Eliav, the veteran
Labor Party member who headed
the Knesset group, observed that
"for years, we have been meeting in
all kinds of symposia and confer-
ences overseas. Now we finally meet
in Jerusalem."
The Palestinians included individu-

als who identify with Al Fatah, the
main wing of the Palestine libera-
tion Organization, the Democratic
Front for the Liberation of Palestine
and the Palestinian Communist Party.

In addition to Eliav, who repre-
sented the dovish wing of the Labor
Party, the group was composed of

-GILPIN REALTORS—
Charen Schnetter, R.A.

LICENSED IN DE & PA
OFFICE: (302) 575-0880
HOME: (302) 478-6911

*Fundraising Program Available

Yair Tsaban, representing Mapani,
Shulamit Aloni for the Citizens flights
Movement and Amnon Rubinstein
for the Center-Shinui Movement.

But as one of the Palestinian par-
ticipants, Ziyyad Abu-bad, noted,
neither the Israelis nor Palestinians
who attended the meeting coukl speak
for anyone but themselves. The Is-
raelis are all in the opposition andthe
Palestinians cannot commit the PUD.
They spent about 90 minutes dis-

cussing a joint statement drafted by
Yossi Beilin, a Labor Knesset mem-
ber, and Sari Nusseibeth, a promi-
nent Palestinian from East jerusa-
lem.

Although the draft did not mention
the PLO or refer to an independent
Palestinian state, it did, as &ire'
admitted, stretch the Labor Party
platform to the limit.
Radwan Abu-Ayyash, diairman of

the Palestinian Journalists Associa-
tion, was unhappy with the wonting_
But it was the Israeli contingent that
appeared most divided.

HONE STAY

European live-in child care, up re 45 #i/
wk. Legal non-profit cultural exchange
program. Cost approx. $165/wi

215-635-3842 

USA

JEWISH INTRODUCTIONS INTERNATIONAL
Delaware's local, innovative & personalized

Jewish Introductions Service.

Ages 21-101
Let us find That Special Someone

In Delaware Call

-800-442-9050 102 Centers to Serve You Across North America

CLASSIFIEDS
Classified ads are available at
$1.00 per line (At least two lines,
please). Send your ad, with a
check, to Classified Ads, The
Jewish Voice, 101 Garden of Eden
Rd., Wilmington, DE 19803. (302)
478-6200. 

HELP WANTED
DIVORCED DAD looking for child-
care help for 2 wonderfrul kids, 8 &
10. Car necessary. M & T & some
weekends. Excellent Pay. Call 571-
-1356 or leave message. 
PART TIME SECRETARY, at the U.
of Del., Hillel office, 10 hrs. week.
Competitive salary. Call Ruth Ker-
shner 453-0479. 
SEEKING RELIABLE PERSON to
watch 6 yr. old in my home. M & W,
3-6 p.m., Call evenings 478-9162. 
YOUNG LADY, typing, bookkeep-
ing. In exchange rent free. Write
P.O. Box 11104, Wilm., DE 19850. 
TELEPHONE - take phone orders
at home; no selling 762-2828. 
EDUCATIONAL DIRECTOR & He-
brew School, Sunday School
Teachers needed for a dynamic
growing conservative, West Ch-
ester synagogue. Please call (215)
696-7210. 

HOUSEKEEPING 
DO YOU NEED A FULL-TIME
COMPANION, NANNIE, HOUSE-
KEEPER, COOK? Live-in or live-
out. Bonded. References. 656-
7222. 

REAL ESTATE
CONDO, 2 BR, 2 bath, porch, Cof-
fee Run, Hockessin. Southern ex-
posure, 2nd floor, $149,000. 995-
1976, evenings. 

FOR RENT
ALL YOU NEED IS YOUR BRIEF-
CASE! Downtown Wilm. Cost-effec-

tive, furnished offices, services
and amenities. Flexible leases_
THE PLAZA OFFICE CENTER Cal
Carolyn 655-5025. 
ROOMMATE/PROFESSIONAL lo
share 4 bedroom, home-in Newark
area - with owner. $325 + 1/2
ties. Must like dogs. Cal after 6 &
weekends. 322-0766. 
COUPLE SEEKING Duplex apt 2
or 3 bedrooms, or single house tor
rent. Must be within walking cks-
tance of Adas Kodesh Synagogue.
762-9088.

SERVICES OFFERED 
PARTIES-WEDDINGS•TAVERNS-8
AR AND BAT MITZVAH. MI occa-
sion DJ - Old and New sounds. Can
Harry Crowley (302)655-0955. 

CONNIE'S CORNER - RE-
UPHOLSTERY AND REPAIR
SERVICE. Guaranteed stain resis-
tant treated fabrics available. An-
tique furniture restored. Appoint-
ments at your convenience. Cal
Connie Spalding (302)995-2798_ 

Please
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Advertisers
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you
THE Voice

Rubinstein demanded that the
Palestinians condemn Iraq's invasion
of Kuwait on August 2. The Palestini-
ans refused, pointing out that
300,000 Palestinians live in Kuwait
and that the PLO leadership has
expressed support for Iraqi President
Saddam Hi issPin.
The draft included four major

points:

*The Israeli-Palestinian conflict is
at the heart of the Middle East prob-
lem;

•The Palestinians are entitled to
self-determination;

',Negotiations must take place
between the Israel government and
the legitimate, internationally recog-
nized representative of the Palestin-

ian people, within the framework of
an international conference.

•Neither side will decide who will
represent the other party.

No one challenged Abu-Ziyyad
when he said, "The negotiations must
take place between the Israeli gov-
ernment and the PLO."

HIAS paper on Soviet anti-Semitism
NEW YORK (JTA) — The Hebrew

Immigrant Aid Society, which once
assisted Jews escaping from Czarist
pogroms, has just published a paper
analyzing why Jews are fleeing the
Soviet Union today.

It is not fear of state-sponsored
anti-Semitism but fear that the slate
is too weak to protect them from
anti-Semitism at the grass roots,

Nce4asde

FartmerMe st
Delaware's biggest
& best flea market

FRI. & SAT. 10 A.M.-10 P.M.
SUNDAY 10 A.M.-6 P.M. 
RT. 13 (Across From
Wilmington Airport)

-%--%"---;`;.̀1421

according to a study prepared for
HIAS by Zvi Gitelman called "Anti-
Semitism in the Age of Perestroika."
Gitelman, a Sovietologist and

professor of political science at the
University of Michigan, notes that
although Soviet Jews enjoy more
cultural and religious freedom than at
any time since 1948, they also per-
ceive themselves to be more vulner-
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able to anti-Semitism than at any
time since Stalin launched his openly
anti-Semitic campaigns over 4 0 years
ago.
This time, ironically, they see anti-

Semitism coming mainly from the
grass roots and are afraid the govern-
ment can't curb it even if it were
committed to doing so.
The paradox of greater freedom of

expression combined with greater
fear is rooted in the very nature of
Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev's
reforms, Gitelman says in the study.
"While some inside the Soviet

Union are exhilarated by the new
freedom and opportunities they have
found, others are deeply troubled by
what they view as a tendency toward
anarchy, a loss of collective purpose
and social order," he said.
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ISRAEL
BONDS

For sale, reinvestment
and redemption
information call:

1-800-
752-5671

Devsw 7area call 16j757071 2(iri0‘j 2! Of DELAWARE 

JEWISH
INFORMATION
FAST FOR YOU

478-6200
JEWISH FEDERATION
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$WANTED$
RARE COINS
Gold 131 Sliver

Since 1977 I have been buying and
selling rare coins. As Wilmington's only
national teletype dealer you are assured
of accurate prices and instant market
access. I am looking for nice collec-
tions, hoards, and estates. For outright
purchase or appraisal service please
call.

All transactions strictly confidential.

MALCOLFA KURIN COINS
Box 9537 Wilmington, DE 19809

475-0161
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• Two priority seats at the concert
• Post concert reception
• Two tickets to the lecture by Natan Sharansky
(Per person price includes one priority seat at the
concert, one ticket to the Sharansky lecture and one
half page in the album.)

Your Tickets Are
Waiting

1

1

1

1

1

I BENEFACTORS $5000 a couple minimum
1 • All the benefits of Patrons plus an invitation to
I reception with Natan Sharansky after his lecture on

November 11, 1990.

I PATRONS $1500 a couple ($750 per person)

SPONSORS $400 a couple ($200 per person)
• Two tickets to the concert
• Post concert reception
• Two tickets to the lecture by Natan Sharansky,
subject to availability
(Per person price includes one ticket to the concert
and the lecture by Sharansky subject to availability
and one quarter page in the album.)

I CONTRIBUTOR (Below $200)
I • One ticket to the Natan Sharansky lecture,
1 subject to availability

I
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I

i Our family's pledge to the UJA Operation Exodus Campaign will be S to be I
1 
t I paid over 1, 2, 3 years (please circle) I
fa Name:  I
t   I
I Address:   

I

I Please send to Operation Exodus, 101 Garden of Eden Road, Wilmington, Delaware 19803 I
t If you are sending payment with your pledge, please make checks payable to Operation Exodus. I
t I_


